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From the Editor
photo © REP3.com

And Now For Something
Completely Different
By Ted A. Donner

I

n December, the DCBA hosts a
number of events to celebrate the
holidays. The toy drive continues
through the month until the Christmas
Party at Maggiano’s in Oak Brook
on December 16, 2010. Then, on
December 21, 2010, there’s the holiday
breakfast at the ARC to raise support
for the DCBF. Come January, though,
the Bar Center tends to get somewhat
quieter for a few weeks. That is, until
three weeks into the year when, on
January 22, 2011, the DCBA presents
its annual Mega Meeting at the Hilton
in Lisle, Illinois.
The Mega Meeting is a longstanding tradition for the DCBA.
Despite its place on the calendar (and
the weather that tends to come with
anything scheduled for this time of
year), it brings together more members
of the DCBA than perhaps any other
event throughout the year. It has,
for many years after all, provided a
good opportunity for people in the
community to get together. There
have always been seminars to get
everyone up to date on changes and
developments in the law and the
Chief Judge has long used this event
to present the annual State of the
Courthouse Address.
In recent years, the Mega Meeting
has seen an increase in attendance,
in no small measure, because of the
introduction of mandatory continuing
legal education (“MCLE”) in Illinois.
As DCBA members seem to realize,
there simply is no better, no more

affordable or enjoyable way to pick up
a half-dozen MCLE credits (including
two to three hours of Professional
Responsibility credit) than by attending
the Mega Meeting.
That is perhaps why, when DCBA
President Steven M. Ruffalo gathered
the committee chairs and vice chairs
for their annual meeting at the start
of his term, in June, 2010, the event
he spoke most emphatically about was
this year’s Mega Meeting. Emphasizing
the importance of education (as he
does again in his column in this issue),
Ruffalo challenged those working on
Mega Meeting 2011 to make this a
year to remember. Every indication
suggests that the committees took that
challenge to heart. Indeed, some of the
evidence of that effort is right here in
front of you.
You have in your hands our first
ever, cover-to-cover Mega Meeting
edition. For this issue (other than Eric
Waltmire, Melissa Piwowar, and Tom
Else, who did a stellar job as this issue’s
Articles Editor), our regular bullpen
got the month off. In their stead, we
worked with the committee chairs
from this year’s Mega Meeting: Dave
Clark (Continuing Legal Education),
Sean McCumber (Family Law), Tony
Abear (Law Practice Management),
J. Matthew Pfeiffer (Business Law),
Scott Hardek (Civil Law), Harry
Smith (Criminal Law), Len Monson
(Real Estate), Neil Goltermann
( E s t a t e s ) , a n d Ji m Ha r k n e s s
(Professional Responsibility). Our

thanks to them and their co-authors,
Gregory Jones (Real Estate) and Anne
Knight (Family Law), as well as ARDC
Chief Counsel, Jim Grogan, who sat
for an interview in anticipation of
his presentation for the Professional
Responsibility Committee.
The Mega Meeting gives us all
an opportunity to get together with
our colleagues and learn a few things
in anticipation of the new year. We
get MCLE credits for meetings that
start right after breakfast and run
throughout the day and we get to
enjoy lunch with Chief Judge Stephen
Culliton, as he presents this year’s
State of the Courthouse Address.
It also provides us with a forum in
which to emphasize the importance of
continuing legal education, something
we are all better off pursuing, regardless
of whether the hours are required. So,
here it is, the DCBA Brief ’s first coverto-cover Mega Meeting edition. We
hope you enjoy it and we hope to see
you at the meeting itself on January
22, 2011.
Ted A. Donner is an AV-rated attorney
with Donner & Company Law Offices
LLC and an adjunct professor with Loyola
University Chicago School of Law. He
is the author of two national treatises for
Thomson-West including Jury Selection:
Strategy & Science and the Attorney’s
Practice Guide to Negotiation. He was
the Editor-in-Chief of the DCBA Brief for
2007-08 and served as Associate Editor
in 2006-07 and 2009-10.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editors:
I enjoyed reading the interview with
Judge Kathryn E. Creswell. I was struck
by the amount of “other duties” she has
responsibility for. Some judges have been
taking heat in the media lately for lack of
effort, and it is clear from this story that
Judge Creswell takes her job seriously. Her
commitment to the people she is serving
and to the other boards and employees
she works with is impressive. Sean McCumber did a fine job introducing us to
both her job function as well as to her
personality. It is nice to know there is a
real person behind the bench, and it was
great to hear some of her thoughts on the
opportunities, challenges and satisfaction
of serving. Nice job!
Chris Tews
Graphix Products
Dear Editors:
The E Brief is amazing!
Raiford D. Palmer
Sullivan Taylor & Gumina, P.C.
Editors’ Response: We’re glad to hear you
think so, Raif. The online version of the
DCBA Brief, for those who haven’t heard
about it, is an option our subscribers have to
get the magazine by email. The online version has the same look and feel of our printed
edition, but is proving more convenient for

some of our readers (and certainly allows us
to get a few more copies out there without
killing as many trees). To see what it looks
like and browse through past issues from this
year, click on the “Online Version” link in
the button bar of the DCBA Brief ’s website,
dcbabrief.org.
Dear Editors:
The new Brief really looks great. It’s
much easier to read and, I think, the quality of the articles has generally improved.
I’m sure that it’s taken a ton of hard work.
Scott M. Hardek
Dykema
Dear Editors:
I just wanted to comment on the
November issue of the DCBA Brief. I
thought you should know how much I
appreciated it and what a good job I think
you, the Publication Board and staff have
done with this issue. It’s an attractive,
consistent, well pieced together magazine
that flows and keeps the reader’s interest.
You’ve done a great job with the space, different sized print, and different columns,
all the tools that help make something
more readable and more interesting. In
the meantime, you’ve got some wonderful articles in there. So I’d give this issue
an A+. It’s a terrific issue and I thought
somebody ought to say so, so I’m saying

it. I’m sure other people feel the same way.
Paul G. Brinkman
Paul G. Brinkman Law Offices
Editors’ Response: We’ve gotten a lot of letters
these last few months but these words from
Paul Brinkman, the founding editor of the
DCBA Brief, were particularly gratifying.
The DCBA Brief has gone through some
changes since Paul and the first Publication
Board finished Volume 1, Issue 1 back in
1989, but we have tried to stay true to the
original concept and are glad to hear we
haven’t gone too far astray. It seems an appropriate time, on that note, to once again
express our thanks to the thousands of people
who have contributed to this magazine over
the years, including the editors who put it all
together each month. Starting with Paul but
also including Hollis Webster, Elizabeth
Krueger, Steve Levy, Dorothy French,
Ron Broida, Jim Marsh, Sharmila Roy,
John Pcolinski, David King, Mazyar
Hedayat, Tony Abear and Mike Davis,
we’re grateful for the work you did and
hope we continue to honor the history you’ve
given us.
Have something to say about the DCBA, this
magazine, or anything you’ve read in these pages?
Send your letters to the DCBA Brief by email to:
letters@dcbabrief.org. We look forward to hearing from you.

Justice Anne Jorgenson, Former Supreme Court Justice Louis Rathje, Former DCBA President Glenn Gaffney, Chief Judge Stephen Culliton, DCBA President Steven M. Ruffalo

© Robert E. Potter III

For eight years, the DCBA Brief
has consistently asked the same
photographer, Robert E. Potter III,
to shoot its most important covers.
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When the DCBA Brief wants a memorable
image that will withstand the test of time
and show its people in the best light,
the editors turn to Robert E. Potter III.

For portrait, architectural, & evidence
photography, if you want to look your
best, call Robert 312-226-2060.
www.REP3.com

The Law Firm of Momkus McCluskey, LLC has served the DuPage County
community for the past twenty years. The firm accepts referrals
and co-counsel relationships in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial and General Civil Litigation
Business, Corporate and Transactional
Financing, Loans and Commercial Real Estate
Insurance Coverage
Appeals
Family Law
Estate Planning
Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights
Employment

For more information, please contact one of the firm’s members,
Ed Momkus, Jim McCluskey, Jim Marsh, Angelo Spyratos,
or Jefferson Perkins.
1001 Warrenville Road, Suite 500, Lisle, IL 60532 • Tel: 630.434.0400 • Fax: 630.434.0444 • www.momlaw.com
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2850 • Chicago, IL 60602-3481 • Tel: 312.345.1955 • Fax: 312.346.8300 • www.momlaw.com

President’s Message

If Education is Everything,
Continuing Education is...
By Steven M. Ruffalo

W

hen I was three years old, my
parents were divorced. At the
time, it was just my brother, Tony, age
five, and me. Soon after, my mom
remarried and she and my new step
father had two children of their own,
my sister Kate and brother Kevin.
Right from the outset, despite our
initial resistance, our step father treated
Tony and I as his own children. We
made a strong, well connected family
and enjoyed a very good upbringing in
a home full of love. We were constantly
reminded that homework comes first
and that grades were paramount.
Just after he and my mom were married, my step father, who had recently
completed a tour of duty in Okinawa
for the Marine, Corps, started applying to medical schools in hopes of
becoming a doctor. Ultimately he got
into medical school and went on to
become an ER physician. Although
he is now retired, he always struck me
as someone who truly enjoyed being a
doctor. He cared for his patients, and
was passionate - really passionate about
what he did for a living.
As a kid, it was not at all uncommon
to see him studying for tests at home
as he went through the many rigors of
medical school. My mom was his biggest supporter, always making sacrifices
so that he could put as much energy
and focus as possible into his studies.
As a kid, when you see one of your
own parents studying so hard, it seems
a little easier to grasp the importance

of preparing; readying oneself for exams and accepting school work not as
drudgery, but as an absolute necessity.
My older brother Tony understood all
of this and adopted very good study
habits at an early age. He knew as soon
as his sophomore year in high school
that he too wanted to become a doctor
when he grew up.
I, on the other hand, was wired a
little differently. My grades were truly
horrible and I was the type of kid who
was much more interested in making
his classmates burst out in laughter
than acing a social studies exam. Predictably, my proclivity for being a cutup collided head on with my parents’
strong wish that I buckle down, do
better in school and give up my pursuit
of comedy, lest I break Monroe Grade
School’s record for detentions. The
turning point came when my parents,
unbeknownst to me, decided to have
my head examined. I remember as a
fourth grader sitting in an exam room
at the Hinsdale Medical Center as an
MT pasted dozens of monitor leads
to my head. I was then asked to lie
down, rest and let my mind wander
(something I had mastered). I did just
that for what seemed like hours while
the leads on my head collected and
reported brain waves or, God forbid,
the lack of brain waves, directly into
a monitor.
After the test, I found my mom in
the lobby waiting for me. As we walked
home, I began cross examining her, as

best a fourth grader could, to determine why this test was happening in
the first place. After all, I felt perfectly
fine, better than ever. As only a mom
could do, she gently explained to me
that my misbehavior in grade school
had caused her and my dad to seek
clinical confirmation that my noggin
wasn’t truly defective. The test results
confirmed my parents’ suspicion -their middle child did have a brain and
that brain was functioning in complete
accordance to all of its manufacturer’s
specifications.
From that point on, much to the
chagrin of my fellow classmates who
had come to depend on me for their
daily yuks, I began to change my ways,
President’s Message
continued on Page 8 »

Steven M. Ruffalo is the President of the
DuPage County Bar Association. He is
also a member of Fuchs & Roselli, Ltd.
where he serves the litigation and prelitigation needs of small to mid-sized
family and closely held business organizations. Mr. Ruffalo graduated from
the University of Illinois at Chicago in
1984. He began his professional career
in the Division General Counsel’s office
of the Unisys Corporation in 1988 while
earning his law degree from the John
Marshall School of Law and his Masters
in Business Administration from Rosary
College. Mr. Ruffalo also currently serves
as Assistant Village Attorney for the Village of Hinsdale and as a Fellow of the
American Bar Association.
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» President’s Message continued from Page 7
buckle down and focus on my behavior
and my studies. While the change was
not immediate, the lesson was learned.
I reprioritized and became a much better student. Although I got off to a late
start, I came to understand how vitally
important education is, not only in our
formative years, but on an ongoing or
continuing basis as well.
Today, as I reflect back upon my
own personal turning point in the
fourth grade, I am convinced, more
than ever, that for all of us, continuing education is something of a selfimprovement blessing; a measure not
to be complained of but embraced and
accepted as an absolute necessity. The
importance of education to each of us
when we were sworn in as attorneys
should not be forgotten. It has diminished no more today than the day we
became licensed. If education means
everything that it should to us, then the
need for continuing education should
be self evident.
Perhaps some of us have groused
about the minimum continuing legal
education (“MCLE”) Rules 790- 797
in the years that have passed since their
2005 adoption by the Illinois Supreme
Court. But I suspect the vast majority of us have improved our skill set
as we have dutifully followed these

rules. In the process of accumulating
our MCLE hours, we are reminded of
the importance of continuing our own
legal education and the accompanying
need to stretch our mental hamstrings.
In doing so, we relearn long forgotten
legal principals, pick up knowledge
on ever changing developments and
trends in the law, and remind ourselves
of the importance of our professional
responsibilities.1
As you peruse this fourth edition of
this year’s new DCBA Brief, you will
learn more about the excellent MCLE
opportunities that are being offered
by a very hard working assemblage of
DCBA committees and staff at our upcoming Mega Meeting on January 22,
2011. In addition to MCLE, we will
offer a nice breakfast, a hearty lunch,
and the opportunity to learn of the
Annual State of the Courthouse to be
addressed by our own Chief Judge Stephen Culliton. Couple that with the
opportunity to visit and socialize with
your fellow DCBA members, and you
have a date that is not to be missed.
1 By Order entered October 1, 2010, the Supreme Court of Illinois changed its MCLE
Rules to increase the number of professional
responsibility credits required to a minimum
of six hours. For more details, visit the MCLE
Board’s website at mcleboard.org.
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Chief Judge Stephen J. Culliton, who will be presenting the
State of the Courthouse Address at this year’s Mega Meeting.
Photo of Judge Culliton ©2008 REP3.com

Registration Underway
For 2011 Mega Meeting

T

his year’s Mega Meeting, the focus of this edition of the
DCBA Brief, is scheduled for January 22, 2011. The
day provides legal professionals with a host of opportunities
to earn MCLE credit (including two or more hours in
Professional Responsibility) for a base price of $290 (for the
whole day) or $220 for a half-day. If you register for just the
morning or the afternoon session, you will still have a seat
for the Professional Responsibility seminar (presented by
ARDC Chief Counsel James Grogan) and for the luncheon,
during which Chief Judge Stephen Culliton will present
this year’s State of the Courthouse Address.
Members attending the morning session will have
their choice of three programs, hosted by the Family Law,
Civil Law, and Estate Planning & Probate Committees.
Those attending the afternoon session can choose from
among three other programs, hosted by the Real Estate,
Criminal Law, and Business Law/Law Practice Management
Committees. For an overview of these programs, turn to
Where to be in January (page 48 in this magazine). Each of
these committees also submitted an article for this edition
(beginning on page 16). A more detailed description of
the program for each committee appears at the end of each
of those articles.
To register, either call the DCBA at 630-653-7779 or
visit the DCBA CLE Events page at www.dcba.org. We
look forward to seeing you there!
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Upcoming DCBA Events Emphasize
Continuing Legal Education
By david w. clark

B

y Order entered on October 1,
2010, the Supreme Court of
Illinois increased the requirements
for continuing legal education
mandating that, every two years, an
attorney must complete 30 hours
of MCLE including six hours
of professional responsibility
credit beginning with the July 1,
2010 to June 30, 2012 reporting
period for attorneys with the last
names beginning A-M and the
rest of the alphabet starting with
the July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2013
reporting period. To address
that need and the continuing
interest of DCBA members
in continuing legal education
generally, DCBA President,
Steve Ruffalo remarked that
CLE was one of his top priorities
as President. He has worked
tirelessly with the staff at the
Bar Center to ensure that the
DCBA offers numerous highquality programs that appeal to a
broad range of members.
The main event this year (and the
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subject of this edition of the DCBA
Brief ) is of course the annual
Mega Meeting. Attorneys of all
experience levels will appreciate the
reasonable cost to attend the Mega
Meeting which is scheduled for all
David W. Clark
is an attorney
with Peregrine,
Stime, Newman,
Ritzman & Bruckner, Ltd. where
he concentrates in
personal injur y
and commercial litigation. He received his BA from Indiana University and is a graduate of the Loyola
University Chicago School of Law.
Mr. Clark chairs the DCBA’s Continuing Legal Education Committee.

day Saturday, January 22, 2011 at
the Lisle Hilton, 3003 Corporate
Drive West, Lisle. Attorneys can
earn up to 4.5 hours CLE credits
at this year’s Mega Meeting. The

available courses include up to
2.75 credits hours for Professional
Responsibility as we are honored
to have James Grogan from the
ARDC in attendance as a speaker.
Once the Mega Meeting is over,
there will still be a host of other
opportunities to earn MCLE
credit through membership in
the DCBA.
What’s better than a free
lunch? Free lunch AND free
CLE! For its members who join
a committee or two, the DCBA
offers credit for CLE during
some of the monthly committee
meetings that are usually held
over the lunch hour in the lower
level of the Bar Center on County
Farm Road or in the Attorney
Resource Center (“ARC”) at
the courthouse. Free pizza and
CLE certificates are provided. All
attendees receive at least an hour
of CLE with some of the lectures
also providing those hard to get
Professional Responsibility credits.
One more event worth
mentioning here is this year’s
President’s Trip. Early March
can be dreary and cold with cabin
fever in full swing. President Steve
Ruffalo managed to persuade six
DuPage county Judges to head
out to Phoenix, Arizona for, what
else, more CLE! This time the

to come for the weekend. Your
family can sleep in while you
earn CLE credits before lunch.
Breakfast will be served before
the CLE begins.
Want even
more credit for
CLE? Write an
article for the
DCBA Brief and
pick up a couple
hours of credit or
volunteer to give
a speech on a
substantive area of
hours worth) on Saturday morning law at a committee meeting (or any
followed by a Cubs or Sox outing. of the larger DCBA functions) and
Attorneys and families are welcome earn up to 11 hours of credit for
legal learning will take place in the
friendly confines of the historic
and stately Phoenix Biltmore hotel
from March 4-6, 2011. CLE will
be presented (up to four credit

the preparation and presentation of
your topic. For more information,
contact Liz Whitney at the DCBA
(630-653-7779).
In addition to the Committee
Meeting Calendar in these pages, a
complete listing of upcoming CLE
programs is available in the DCBA
e-newsletter and on the DCBA
website at www.dcba.org.

JUDY L. HOGAN, P.C.
Attorneys at Law

Our attorneys have
over 40 years
combined experience!

Our attorneys are accepting appointments, referrals and co-counsel relationships in the following areas:

Judy L. Hogan

Goldie Ludwig

Family Law
Mediation
Mediation Training
Guardian-ad-Litem
Guardianship

Divorce and Family Law
-Divorce Litigation
-Child Support
-Legal Separation
-Custody
-Child Support
-Paternity Rights
-Adoption

Civil Litigation

Victoria A. Dunbar
Bankruptcy
Estates

-Wills
-Trusts,
-Guardianship
-Living Wills
-Powers of Attorney

Guardian-ad-Litem

For more information, please contact our office: (630) 879-2229
Serving Kane, DuPage, Kendall & DeKalb Counties, 131 Flinn Street, Suite A, Batavia, IL 60175 * judy@judyhogan.com
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HOURLY FEEONLY FINANCIAL
PLANNING

DCBA COMMITTEE
MEETING SCHEDULE

A unique alternative for
clients requesting a
referral to an advisor

In addition to the Mega Meeting, the DCBA Committees
offer many opportunities to
earn MCLE credits. One of
the great benefits of DCBA
membership is that there is no
charge to attend the committee meetings. Presentations
are scheduled for the following
meetings in January and early
February for which you can
earn MCLE credit (usually one
hour per session):

JANUARY 2011
SERVICES INCLUDE:

• Comprehensive financial planning
• Retirement and investment planning
• Life, disability and long-term care
insurance needs analysis
• Low-cost, index-based 401(k) plan
set up for business owners and
professionals
• Planning for domestic relations clients
as divorce financial analyst or postdivorce planner (trained in
Collaborative Practice)

ALL SERVICES PROVIDED
WITHOUT PRODUCT SALES
OR ASSET-BASED FEES
Member: Garrett Planning Network,
National Association of Personal
Financial Advisors, and Financial
Planning Association

6

Law Practice Management

11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., ARC

11

Health Care Law (tentative)

11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., ARC

11

Estate Planning & Probate

13

School Law

11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., ARC

13

Real Estate Law & Practice

Noon to 1:00 p.m., Naperville
Country Club

18

Alternative Dispute Resolution

11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., ARC

19

Elder Law

11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.,
Location TBD

20

Civil Law & Practice

Noon to 1:00 p.m., ARC

26

Diversity Law & Practice

Noon to 1:00 p.m., ARC

Noon to 1:00 p.m.,
Bar Center

FEBRUARY 2011
3

Law Practice Management

11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., ARC

8

Estate Planning & Probate

Noon to 1:00 p.m.,
Bar Center

10

Real Estate Law & Practice

Noon to 1:00 p.m., Naperville
Country Club

13

School Law

11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., ARC

“ARC” refers to the Attorney Resource Center on the third floor of the DuPage Judicial

Center, 505 County Farm Road, Wheaton, Illinois. The “Bar Center” is located at 126
County Farm Road, Wheaton, Illinois. The Naperville Country Club is located at
25W570 Chicago Avenue in Naperville, Illinois. Please call (630) 653-7779 for further
information about any of these meetings or for current scheduling information about
the meetings of any DCBA committee. Meetings marked with (*) are working meetings
for which no MCLE credit is available.
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Profile: ARDC Chief Counsel
James J. Grogan
By ted a. donner

O

ne of the highlights of this year’s
Mega Meeting is certainly James
J. Grogan’s participation as a speaker.
Grogan is the Deputy Administrator
and the Chief Counsel of the Illinois
Attorney Registration & Disciplinary
Commission of the Supreme Court of
Illinois (the “ARDC”). In the course of
over 30 years with the ARDC, he has
investigated and prosecuted hundreds
of charges of lawyer misconduct and
argued dozens of disciplinary cases
before the Supreme Court of Illinois.
He is a Past-President of the National
Organization of Bar Counsel (NOBC),
and is the Current Developments
editor for the NOBC’s twice-annual
compilation of lawyer disciplinary case
law. During this year’s Mega Meeting,
Grogan will be making a presentation
during the morning session for the
Estate Planning & Probate Committee.
He will also be making a presentation
on Professional Responsibility to which
everyone attending this year’s Mega
Meeting is invited (up to 250 people),
starting at 10:45 a.m., just before lunch
and the State of the Courthouse address.
He was particularly glad to know that
his presentations for the Mega Meeting
are scheduled earlier in the day. “My
problem,” he said laughing about it, “is
that, many a time, the organizers of these
events put my presentation dead last on
the program. They don’t want people
to bolt early without their professional
responsibility credits, so they schedule
me last. I know that, by the time I get
up there, these people have been in the
same room for nine hours. There’s just
so many cookies you can digest and only
so much coffee you can guzzle down.

I want to not only give people good,
substantive information, I want them
to think.”
Grogan recalled how, when the
MCLE rules first came into effect,
there was a lot of skepticism. Olders
attorneys told him they thought it
might make sense to retire rather than

try to keep practicing and have to attend
MCLE seminars. “The professional
responsibility hours in particular,” he
said, “for some reason, intimidated
people, probably because they didn’t
want to sit through a Sunday school
class.” He has been relieved to see,
however, that lawyers are increasingly
interested in what they can get from
MCLE. “After people started putting
their toes in the water,” he said, “and
realized that the bar associations were
offering really good CLE courses that
were practical for their practice, the
resistance evaporated fairly quickly.
We see a lot of very established older
practitioners now just loving these
programs. They ask very thoughtful
questions and they’re learning a lot about
things they wouldn’t know otherwise.”
“There’s a bit of a survivalist thing

at play here,” he added. “You’ve got to
be at the top of your game. My wife’s a
Registered Nurse, and she’s been a nurse
for 35 years, and I’ll tell you, she just
got a new certification, she is very active
on the internet, getting classes, and she
doesn’t play around with classes. She’s
serious about it. I’ve learned to stay
away when she’s studying because she
wants to be a better nurse. She’s taking
classes that really challenge her, because
its good for her and for her patients. I see
that attitude in her and I see it in a lot
of lawyers. Attorneys are saying, ‘Look,
I’m going to try to get some insight from
people that are out there in the world.
Yeah, I do estate planning and I know
what I’m doing for the most part. But
maybe one of these speakers is going to
be telling me something, maybe about
some novel approach they’ve taken or
problems they’ve had that I’ve never
experienced, and that’s going to help
me.’”
Grogan, to be sure, is glad that
MCLE has been as successful as it has
been and for the role he plays in the
process. “There are just so many changes
going on out there,” he concluded.
“They involve ethics issues, but not just
disciplinary issues. There are practice
issues, attorney client privilege concerns,
a host of issues. How is the Illinois
Supreme Court interpreting this rule or
that rule? What are the judges thinking
about things like work product? Getting
the message out about what courts
are doing with ethics issues, I think,
is really critical. So I really appreciate
the opportunity to get out and talk to
people about what’s going on. I really
look forward to it.”
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From this month’s
articles editor

Articles from
Lawyers & Paralegals

The Mega
Meeting
Tradition
By thomas else

O

ne of the most time honored
traditions of the DuPage County
Bar Association is the Mega Meeting.
Originally designed as a tool to deliver
legal knowledge and networking
opportunities to our members, it
has become a convenient method of
obtaining CLE credits necessary to
comply with current Supreme Court
Rules for attorney education.
In celebration of this year’s Mega
Meeting, this issue we have included
articles from each of the committees
presenting at the upcoming Mega
Meeting in January, 2011. These
articles were all written by the chairs of
some of our most active and involved
committees.
The Real Estate Committee’s
submission is by Len Monson and
Greg Jones. Their article, which takes
a look at Illinois’ zoning laws and their
impact on Navistar’s recent attempts
to move its national headquarters to
Lisle, Illinois, is important reading
for anyone practicing or living in
DuPage County. Scott Hardek, who
chairs the Civil Law Committee,
submitted a story on the risks involved
in voluntary dismissal while Harry
Smith, chairman of the Criminal Law
Committee, has provided a discussion
on criminal contempt proceedings in
criminal cases.
The Law Practice Management
Committee contributed an article,
authored by Anthony Abear, dealing

with the collectibility of paralegal
hours as billable time. Law Practice
Management’s presentation at Mega
Meeting is being developed in tandem
with the Business Law Committee,
chaired by J. Matthew Pfeiffer. Sean
McCumber, from Sullivan Taylor and
Gumina, and Anne Knight, a staff
attorney for the Eighteenth Judicial
Circuit, have given us an insightful
article about the discoverability of
Guardian Ad Litem notes in domestic
relations litigation (this is from the
Domestic Relations Committee).
Finally, Neil Goltermann, on behalf
of the Estate Planning Committee,
has written a detailed analysis on the
perils of designating a trustee who
has potentially conflicting personal or
business interests in the res of a trust.
All of our contributors to this issue
have done a great job of writing and
research in their respective topics. I
encourage all lawyers to attend the
Mega Meeting on January 22, 2011
at the Lisle Hilton. It will be a great
opportunity to pick CLE points,
including points for Professional
Responsibility. You can sign up online
for the event at www.dcba.org. See
you there.
Thomas Else offices in Wheaton, Illinois.
His practice is concentrated in the areas
of Family Law, Civil Litigation and
Bankruptcy. He served as President of
the DCBA in 2008-09.

The articles published in this magazine are generally contributed by
lawyers and paralegals who are
members of the DCBA. If you are
interested in submitting an article
to be considered for publication
in the DCBA Brief, please contact
the magazine’s Associate Editor,
Eric Waltmire, at ericwaltmire@
dcbabrief.org.
Our publication
guidelines for author submissions
appear at dcbabrief.org/submissions.html. Practicing attorneys
whose articles are selected for publication in the DCBA Brief are qualified to receive CLE credit under the
applicable Illinois rules.

Student Articles
The DCBA Brief has a long standing commitment to providing a
forum for law students in the Chicago metropolitan area. If you are
a law student who attends one of
these schools or otherwise has an
interest in the practice of law in
DuPage County, you can join the
DCBA for no charge and are then
eligible to contribute articles to
be considered for publication. If
you have interest in submitting a
student article, please contact our
Student Articles Editor, Mark Carroll at markcarroll@dcbabrief.org.

Sidebars
The life blood of the DCBA is its
committees, many of which are
made up of practitioners with an
interest in particular areas of legal
study. In addition to the many CLE
seminars they host, these committees put together case law updates
that then appear in this section
of the magazine as “Sidebars.” If
you know of any recent decisions
or changes in the law our readers
should know about, please contact
Sidebars Editor, Melissa Piwowar, at
melissapiwowar@dcbabrief.org
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From the civil law committee

Do the Costs of Voluntary
Dismissal Include a Potential
Malpractice Claim?
By Scott M. Hardek

U

nder the so-called “Savings Statue” in the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure,1
it is generally thought that there is an absolute right to move for a voluntary
non-suit and re-file the same civil case within one year from the date of the
order granting the voluntary dismissal. If a motion to dismiss at least a full
count of the original complaint has been granted, however, and the order
granting voluntary non-suit does not specifically reserve the right to re-file
(or the defendant has not agreed or acquiesced in that re-filing), the case may
be dismissed under the equitable doctrine of res judicata.2 Thus, the “Savings
Statute” may not, in fact, save a lawyer who is unaware of the impact that a prior
dismissal may have on his/her ability to maintain a re-filed action on behalf of
his or her client. There are a number of issues that should be considered before
bringing or defending a motion for voluntary non-suit.

The Decision in Hudson. In January of 2008,
the Illinois Supreme Court in Hudson v. City of Chicago,3
applied the equitable doctrine of res judicata to dismiss
a wrongful death case which had been re-filed within
one year of an order granting a motion for voluntarily
dismissal. In so doing, the Hudson Court commented that
“...these legislatively created rights did not automatically
immunize plaintiffs against res judicata....”4
In Hudson, Plaintiff’s complaint arose out of the
death of a five year-old boy from an acute exacerbation
of his asthma. The boy’s mother called 911 to request
12

1
2
3
4
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735 ILCS 5/3-217.
See Hudson v. City of Chicago, 228 Ill.2d 462, 889 N.E.2d 210 (2008).
Hudson v. City of Chicago, 228 Ill.2d 462, 889 N.E.2d 210 (2008).
Hudson v. City of Chicago, 228 Ill.2d 462, 473, 889 N.E.2d 210 (2008).
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emergency assistance for the boy’s breathing problems.
Instead of an ambulance, a Chicago Fire Department
engine was dispatched. An ambulance with appropriate
equipment and personnel did not arrive until 15 minutes
later. Plaintiff’s complaint alleged that the boy died as a
result of this delay.
Plaintiff, in Hudson, filed a two-count complaint for
wrongful death against the city alleging separate counts for
negligence as well as willful and wanton misconduct. The
trial court dismissed the negligence count due to statutory
immunity under the EMS Act5 and discovery continued
thereafter for three years on the willful and wanton claim.
A month before trial was set to begin, plaintiff’s counsel
5 See Emergency Medical Services Act, 210 ILCS 50/ 1 et. seq.

passed away. After a motion for a continuation of the that res judicata barred the re-filed case.
trial date was denied, plaintiff’s motion for a voluntary
In deciding Hudson, the Illinois Supreme Court
dismissal pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-1009 was granted.
relied heavily on its prior reasoning in Rein v. Noyes &
The case was re-filed within a year of the order granting Co.9 In Rein, plaintiff’s asserted claims for fraud and
voluntary non-suit alleging a single claim for willful and statutory rescission regarding the purchase of certain
wanton misconduct with additional allegations that securities through the defendants. The trial court granted
the City of Chicago knew of prior asthmatic episodes a defense motion to dismiss the statutory claim based
suffered by the minor child. As its responsive pleading, upon the applicable statute of limitations. When the
the City brought a motion to dismiss pursuant to 2-619 trial judge denied a request for a Rule 304(a) finding, the
arguing that the re-filed action was
plaintiff voluntarily dismissed the
barred by res judicata. The trial
remaining fraud claims to appeal
Scott M. Hardek
court granted the motion and the
the ruling on the statutory claim.
is a member of
appellate court affirmed in a Rule
The appellate court affirmed the
Dykema
Gossett
23 opinion.
trial court’s ruling dismissing the
PLLC in Chicago,
The Supreme Court then
statutory claim.
Illinois,
where
he
considered whether the trial court’s
Plaintiffs, in Rein, re-filed
concentrates his
dismissal of the negligence count
their case in its entirety after
practice in the
was a “final judgment on the
the appeal was completed
areas of medical
merits” sufficient for res judicata
(approximately 19 months after the
negligence
defense,
employment
matters,
to apply. As the plaintiff conceded
voluntary dismissal). Defendants
commercial disputes, real estate workthat the first two prongs of res
immediately filed a motion to
outs,
and
business
litigation.
He
also
has
judicata applied (namely, the cause
dismiss under 735 ILCS 5/2significant experience representing both
of action and the parties were
619 asserting that both plaintiffs’
developers
and
objectors
in
contested
zonthe same), the Hudson Court’s
statutory claim as well as the fraud
ing and land use matters. He received
consideration was limited to
claims were barred by the doctrine
his
BA
and
JD
from
the
University
of
an analysis of the whether the
of res judicata. That motion was
Notre Dame and is the Chairman of
dismissal of the negligence count
granted by the trial court. A
the DCBA’s Civil Law Committee.
was a “final” judgment.6
divided appellate court affirmed
the dismissal.10
As a basis for its analysis, the
Hudson Court noted that Supreme
As in Hudson, the Rein Court
Court Rule 273 provides that “an involuntary dismissal considered only whether the order was “final” as the
operates as an adjudication on the merits excepts for plaintiff did not dispute that the claim and the parties were
dismissals based on lack of jurisdiction, improper venue the same for purposes of res judicata analysis.11 Citing
or failure to join an indispensable party.”7 The Hudson Supreme Court Rule 273, the Rein Court held that the
Court then held that the order granting dismissal of the dismissal of the statutory claim with prejudice was a final
negligence claim based on statutory immunity was a final adjudication on the merits that served as a bar to the reorder so that voluntary non-suit operated to terminate filed claim under the doctrine of res judicata. The Rein
the entire matter and make all final orders immediately Court then extended the application of res judicata to
appealable.8 Where plaintiff did not appeal the ruling on include not only those matters determined in the first suit,
the negligence count within thirty (30) days of the order “...but also every matter that might have been raised and
granting the voluntary non-suit, the Hudson Court held determined in that suit.”12 In so doing, the Rein Court
emphasized that the application the doctrine of res judicata
6 Hudson v. City of Chicago, 228 Ill.2d 462, 467, 889 N.E.2d 210 (2008) operated to prevent claim-splitting which is founded on
(Three requirements must be satisfied for res judicata to apply: (1) a final
judgment on the merits has been rendered by a court of competent
jurisdiction; (2) an identity of cause of action exists; and (3) the parties
or their privies are identical in both actions), citing Downing v. Chicago
Transit Authority, 162 Ill. 2d 70, 73-74 (1994)).
7 Hudson v. City of Chicago, 228 Ill.2d 462, 468, 889 N.E.2d 210 (2008).
8 Hudson v. City of Chicago, 228 Ill.2d 462, 468, 889 N.E.2d 210 (2008), citing Dubina v. Mesirow Realty Development, Inc., 178 Ill.2d 496, 503, 687
N.E.2d 871 (1997).

9 Rein v. Noyes & Co., 172 Ill.2d 325, 665 N.E.2d 1199 (1996).
10 Rein v. Noyes & Co., 271 Ill. App. 3d 768, 649 N.E.2d 64 (2nd Dist. 1995)
(Justice Rathje dissenting).
11 Rein v. Noyes & Co., 172 Ill.2d 325, 335, 665 N.E.2d 1199 (1996).
12 Rein v. Noyes & Co., 172 Ill.2d 325, 338, 665 N.E.2d 1199 (1996), citing
Torcasso v. Standard Outdoor Sales, Inc., 157 Ill.2d 484, 490, 626 N.E.2d
225 (1993).
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the premise that litigation should have an end and that no
person would be unnecessarily harassed with a multiplicity
of lawsuits.13 Moreover, the Rein court held that allowing
plaintiff to re-file a claim to pursue an appeal for which
the court denied a Rule 304(a) finding would emasculate
Rule 304(a) and allow Plaintiff to circumvent the Rule.14
Both the Hudson Court and the Rein Court identified
six exceptions to the application of res judicata in
this scenario which are found in section 26(1) of the
Restatement (second) of Judgments.15 Subsequent Illinois
13 Rein v. Noyes & Co., 172 Ill.2d 325, 340, 665 N.E.2d 1199 (1996), citing
Radosta v. Chrysler Corp., 110 Ill.App. 3d 1066, 1069, 443 N.E.2d 670 (1st
Dist. 1982)
14 Rein v. Noyes & Co., 172 Ill.2d 325, 343, 665 N.E.2d 1199 (1996),
15 Res judicata does not apply if: (1) the parties have agreed in terms or
in effect that the plaintiff may split his claim or the defendant has
acquiesced therein; (2) the court in the first action expressly reserved
the plaintiff’s right o maintain the second action; (3) the plaintiff was
unable to obtain relief on his claim because of a restriction on the
subject-matter jurisdiction of the court in the first action ; (4) the
judgment in the first action was plainly inconsistent with the equitable
implementation of a statutory scheme; (5) the case involves a continuing
or recurrent wrong; or (6) it is clearly and convincingly shown that the
policies favoring preclusion of a second action are overcome for an
extraordinary reason. Restatement (Second) of Judgments Section
26(1) (1980).

case authority has focused primarily on two of those
exceptions; namely (1) agreement or acquiescence by the
defendants and (2) an express reservation made by the trial
court in the dismissal order to re-file the action.
Counsel must thus consider whether a prior dismissal
will become a “final” judgment to determine whether a
res judicata defense could apply before filing any motion
for voluntary non-suit and then specifically reserve the
right to re-file that case in the order granting a voluntary
non-suit. The threshold analysis to conduct in order to
determine whether a res judicata defense may be available
involves whether the prior order of dismissal constitutes a
“final” order. Not surprisingly, that determination focuses
on the nature of the dismissal sought and the language of
the order granting any such motion.16
What Constitutes a “Final” Judgment for Res
Judicata Purposes? As might be expected, orders granting
motions to dismiss a claim as a matter of law pursuant to
735 ILCS 5/2-619 have been held to be “final” orders that
became appealable upon the entry of a voluntary dismissal
of the remaining counts of the pending complaint for
purposes of res judicata.17 Similarly, an order granting
summary judgment as to particular counts of a complaint
has been held to be a final order.18 In contrast, however,
a dismissal or grant of summary judgment regarding only
certain allegations of a claim with leave to move forward
on the remaining allegations supporting that same claim
does not constitute a final order.19
Perhaps the best discussion of the finality of order can
be found in the Second District’s decision in Jackson v.
Victory Memorial Hospital.20 In Jackson, defendants filed
motions to dismiss a pro se complaint for failure to state
a cause of action pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-615 and for
failure to attach the required physician’s affidavit pursuant
to 735 ILCS 5/2-622 and 2-619. The §2-615 motion to
dismiss was granted and plaintiff was given leave to re16 The second issue to consider is whether the re-filed action is part of
the “same transaction” which gave rise to the original complaint. That
analyis is beyond the scope of this article but is best explained in Doe
v. Gleicher, 393 Ill. App. 3d 31, 911 N.E.2d 532 (1st Dist. 2009) . It should
be noted, however, that under the rationale expressed therein, Illinois
observes the “same transaction” test for res judicata purposes which is
broader than the “same evidence” standard followed by other states.
See River Park, Inc. v. City of Highland Park, 184 Ill. 2d 290, 703 N.E.2d 883
(1998).
17 Keifer v. Rust-o-leum, 394 Ill. App. 3d 485, 916 N.E.22 (1st Dist. 2009)
(Ruling constituted final order despite no language that order entered
“with prejudice”).
18 Curtis v. Lofy, 394 Ill. App. 3d 170, 914 N.E.2d 248 (4th Dist. 2009).
19 Piagentini v. Ford Motor Co., 387 Ill. App. 3d 887, 901 N.E.2d 986 (1st Dist.
2009).
20 Jackson v. Victory Memorial Hospital, 387 Ill. App. 3d 342, 900 N.E.2d 309
(2nd Dist. 2008).
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plead. Plaintiff failed to do so over the ensuing six months
despite repeated orders by the trial court in that period
of time. Plaintiff then voluntarily dismissed her action.
In granting that dismissal, the court ruled: “Plaintiff’s
motion to voluntarily non-suit is granted with costs to be
paid to Defendants upon refiling....”21 Within one year
of the voluntary dismissal, the Plaintiff in Jackson re-filed
her complaint with the assistance of counsel. Defendants
filed a motion to dismiss the re-filed complaint on the
grounds that it was barred by res judicata which the trial
court granted.
In reversing the trial court’s decision in Jackson, the
appellate court noted that the order granting the voluntary
dismissal was not “final” because it granted plaintiff leave
to amend.22 In so doing, the Jackson Court noted that
the inclusion of Rule 304(a) language does not make an
order final; it only makes any final order appealable.23
In reversing the trial court’s decision, the Jackson Court
held that an order striking or dismissing a complaint is
not “final” until the trial court enters an order dismissing
the suit24 and does so with prejudice25. Thus, the order of
voluntary dismissal cannot make “final” what is otherwise
a non-final order.
In assessing whether a prior order of dismissal will is
a “final” order, it is important to evaluate the exact nature
of the dismissal that was previously obtained. While a
dismissal “with prejudice” may make an order final, the
absence of that language does not mean that it is not
final. Nor does a finding by a trial court pursuant to
Rule 304(a) make an order final. Instead, the practitioner
must consider whether the order disposes of the entirety
of a claim.
Has the defendant agreed or acquiesced in the
re-filed action? Agreement between the parties and/
or acquiescence by the defendant through inaction (or
otherwise “sandbagging”) is one of the exceptions to
the application of a res judicata defense set out the by
Hudson Court. Illinois case authority interpreting this
21 Jackson v. Victory Memorial Hospital, 387 Ill. App. 3d 342, 344, 900 N.E.2d
309 (2nd Dist. 2008).
22 Jackson v. Victory Memorial Hospital, 387 Ill. App. 3d 342, 351, 900 N.E.2d
309 (2nd Dist. 2008), citing Smith v. Central Illinois Regional Airport, 207
Ill. 2d 578, 802 N.E.2d 250 (2003).
23 Jackson v. Victory Memorial Hospital, 387 Ill. App. 3d 342, 351, 900 N.E.2d
309 (2nd Dist. 2008) (citations omitted).
24 Jackson v. Victory Memorial Hospital, 387 Ill. App. 3d 342, 352, 900 N.E.2d
309 (2nd Dist. 2008), citing Cole v. Hoogendoorn, Talbot, Davids, Godfrey
& Milligan, 325 Ill. App. 3d 1152, 759 N.E.2d 110 (1st Dist. 2001).
25 Jackson v. Victory Memorial Hospital, 387 Ill. App. 3d 342, 352, 900 N.E.2d
309 (2nd Dist. 2008), citing Wick Building Systems, Inc. v. Bunning, 107 Ill.
App. 3d 61, 62, 437 N.E.2d 341 (3rd Dist. 1982), and Martin v. Marks, 80 Ill.
App.3d 915, 918, 400 N.E.2d 711 (5th Dist. 1980).
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exception requires that a defense of res judicata must be
raised in a timely fashion or the defendant has otherwise
“acquiesced” in the re-filing of the new case.26
In Piagentini v. Ford Motor Co.,27 the First District
considered a re-filed case in which an agreed summary
judgment had been granted as some of the allegations of
a single count of plaintiff’s claims relating to a rollover
accident because expert testimony failed to support
those specific allegations. The plaintiff in Piagentini
subsequently moved for a voluntary dismissal which was
granted. Within one year thereafter, the case was re-filed
and an amended complaint was filed based solely on the
allegations that were supported by expert testimony.
Discovery moved forward for some three years thereafter.
Within ninety (90) days before trial, defendant brought a
motion for summary judgment based upon the equitable
doctrine of res judicata which was granted by the trial
court.
In reversing the trial court, the Piagentini Court
noted that the willingness of the defendant to participate
in discovery for three and half years after the re-filing
constituted sufficient behavior to serve as acquiescence
for purposes of res judicata.28 In so doing, the court held
that the defendants failure to file a timely objection to
the re-filed case constituted acquiescence.29
Similarly, in Curtis v. Lofy,30 the Court held that the
Defendant’s litigation of the case for three and a half years
before raising the affirmative defense of res judicata served
as acquiescence barring the imposition of res judicata to
dismiss the Plaintiff’s claim.
Thus, the best practice in raising a defense to a refiled action based on res judicata is to bring that motion
at the time an answer is otherwise due. At a minimum, it
should be raised as an affirmative defense with the filing
of any responsive pleading to the re-filed case. What
has clearly been rejected by both Piagentini and Curtis
is for defendants to lie in wait until after discovery has
proceeded for some period of time before “springing” a
motion for summary judgment or to dismiss the re-filed
claim on the basis of res judicata.

26 See Piagentini v. Ford Motor Co., 387 Ill. App.3d 887, 901 N.E.2d 986 (1st
Dist. 2009).
27 Piagentini v. Ford Motor Co., 387 Ill. App.3d 887, 901 N.E.2d 986 (1st Dist.
2009).
28 Piagentini v. Ford Motor Co., 387 Ill. App.3d 887, 898, 901 N.E.2d 986 (1st
Dist. 2009).
29 Piagentini v. Ford Motor Co., 387 Ill. App.3d 887, 898, 901 N.E.2d 986 (1st
Dist. 2009).
30 Curtis v. Lofy, 394 Ill. App. 3d 170, 914 N.E.2d 248 (4th Dist. 2009).

Has the Order of Voluntary Non-suit Reserved
Right to Re-file? Probably the easiest way to avoid the
application of res judicata is to include, in the order
granting the motion for voluntary non-suit, an express
reservation for leave to re-file. Despite any common
understanding, a dismissal “without prejudice” (as was
granted in Hudson) is not likely to be sufficient, in and
of itself, to indicate an intention by the court to reserve
to plaintiff a right to re-file. Moreover, even an order
permitting a plaintiff “leave to amend” has not served
to preserve the right to re-file an action after a voluntary
non-suit without an express reservation by the trial court
of a right to re-file.31
Conclusions and Suggestions. The Hudson case
requires all practitioners to consider the impact that a
res judicata defense may have on the ability of a plaintiff
to re-file and maintain a cause of action if one of the
counts of the original complaint was dismissed before the
voluntary non-suit was granted. The threshold issues to
consider are whether the order of dismissal is a final order
and whether the re-filed action would be considered part
of the same transaction as the original matter. From that
point, counsel for plaintiff would be well-advised to either
secure an agreement with counsel for the defendant that
the matter can be re-filed or, at the very least, make sure
that the order granting a voluntary non-suit includes an
express reservation by the trial court of the right to re-file
that case.
Counsel for defendants will have an increased
incentive to be more aggressive to obtain dismissals
of counts of the complaint so as to have a res judicata
defense available in the event plaintiff moves for nonsuit. Similarly, defense counsel should try to avoid the
inclusion of any language suggesting a right to re-file
in the order granting voluntary dismissal. If the case is
re-filed, defense counsel should move on a timely basis
to assert this defense to avoid any claim that there has
been an acquiescence to the re-filed action. In any case,
the Hudson decision is one that all litigators should be
familiar with so as to avoid becoming parties to future
malpractice actions.

31 Keifer v. Rust-o-leum, 394 Ill. App. 3d 485, 916 N.E.22 (1st Dist. 2009),
cf. Quintas v. Asset Management Group, 395 Ill. App. 3d 324, 917 N.E.2d
100 (1st Dist. 2009) docket sheet granting leave to re-file sufficient to
serve as express reservation despite absence of language from order
of voluntary dismissal).
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The Honorable
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From the real estate law committee

Does the Public Zoning Process
in Illinois Inhibit Economic
Development? Lessons Learned
from Navistar’s Move to Lisle
By Leonard M. Monson and Gregory W. Jones

A

recent zoning matter in the Village of Lisle caught the attention of the
economic development community, not only in Lisle, but also at the county
and state levels. In May of 2010, Navistar, Inc. appeared to have abandoned
its effort to relocate its international headquarters to Lisle, Illinois.1
This occurred when Navistar’s petition for a special use
permit, to make a number of improvements to the former
Alcatel-Lucent campus, including constructing a technology1
center and additional parking,2 was met with a flurry of
procedural and substantive questions by counsel hired to
represent a group of residents opposed to the proposal.3
Navistar’s decision to walk away from its Lisle proposal was the
culmination of a nine-month period involving seven public
hearings with Lisle’s Planning and Zoning Commission,
including a marathon seven-hour special meeting held on
a Saturday, the subpoena of two dozen officials related in
various capacities to Navistar, and hours of cross examination
by the opposition’s counsel.4 Only after extensive efforts
by the Governor’s office, the State’s Attorneys Office, and
DuPage County, was it recently announced that Navistar

1 See Sherry Slater, Navistar Staying – For Now, Journal Gazette, May 27,
2010, available at http://www.journalgazette.net/article/20100527/
BIZ/305279937/1031/BIZ.
2 See Jillane Kleinschmidt, Navistar to Move to Lisle, Navistar News,
September 8, 2010, available at http://media.navistar.com/index.
php?s=43&item=426.
3 See Transcript of Record at 54, Village of Lisle Planning and Zoning
Commission Public Hearing (September 16, 2009).
4 See David Weese, Navistar Pulls Out of Proposed World Headquarters
Site in Lisle, Fox Valley Labor News, June 1, 2010, available at http://
foxvalleylabornews.com/news/?p=632.
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would renew its efforts to move to Lisle.5 While there was no
official public comment by Navistar, its Vice President and
Chief Information Officer indicated that the initial decision
to walk away from Lisle was partially based on the company
being “put on trial” through Lisle’s zoning hearing process.6
This article seeks to answer whether the public zoning
process inhibits economic development in Illinois. Using
Navistar’s recent experience with the Village of Lisle as
a case study, this article reviews the legal basis for using
judicial procedures during zoning hearings as well as
recent legislation and case law defining what due process
rights are required at zoning hearings. Lastly, this article
recommends steps a governmental body can take during a
zoning hearing to provide essential due process protections
without undermining the state’s ability to preserve and grow
its economy.
Klaeren v. The Village of Lisle. Those opposing
Navistar’s relocation bid relied heavily on cross examining
and subpoenaing witnesses during public hearings to discuss
zoning matters associated with the proposal. The authority
to cross examine and subpoena witnesses during zoning
See Jack Griffin & Marco Santana, Navistar, State Forge Deal on Navistar
Move, Daily Herald, September 8, 2010, available at http://saxo.
dailyherald.com/article/20100908/Business/309089820/.
6 See also David Weese, Navistar Pulls Out of Proposed World Headquarters
Site in Lisle, Fox Valley Labor News, June 1, 2010, available at http://
foxvalleylabornews.com/news/?p=632.
5

hearings is largely derived from the Illinois Supreme Court’s full procedural due process rights must be provided during the
2002 decision in People ex rel Klaeren v. Village of Lisle,7 zoning hearing.13 The appellate court specifically stated that
which held that a municipality must allow some form of the right to cross examine witnesses is part of the procedural
cross-examination of witnesses during a public hearing for a due process rights required to be provided during zoning
special use petition.
hearings.14
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People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223 (2002).
People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 224-25
(2002).
People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 225
(2002).
People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 25
(2002).
People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 225-26
(2002).
People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 229
(2002).

hearings before municipal

13 See People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 316 Ill. App. 3d 770, 737 N.E.2d
1099, 1107-1110 (2nd Dist. 2002).
14 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 316 Ill. App. 3d 770, 737 N.E.2d 1099,
1109 (2nd Dist. 2002).
15 735 ILCS 5/3-110 (2006).
16 See Acevedo v. Dep’t of Employment Sec., 324 Ill.App.3d 768, 755 N.E.2d
93, 97 (1st Dist. 2001).
17 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 233
(2002).
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bodies.”18
Affirming the appellate court in pertinent part, the
Illinois Supreme Court held that “municipal bodies act in
administrative or quasi-judicial capacities when [conducting]
zoning hearings concerning a special use petition,” and that
an administrative standard of judicial review applied to all
challenges to special use petitions.19 The Supreme Court’s
decision significantly altered how zoning hearings are
conducted in Illinois.
Historical Standard of Review for Zoning Matters. Prior
to the Klaeren case, it had long been held that zoning decisions
were a legislative matter. In the seminal zoning case, Village of
Euclid v. Ambler Realty Company,20 the United States Supreme
Court recognized that a governmental body’s determination of
the compatibility of land uses and the restriction of those uses
to separate districts is an exercise of legislative wisdom, and
therefore limited only by substantive due process. Substantive
due process provides that “such regulation is unconstitutional
if it is arbitrary and unreasonable and has no substantial
relation to the public health, safety, morals, or general
welfare.”21 Therefore, when courts are faced with a challenge
to a government agency’s zoning decision, they typically
review the decision for arbitrariness and unreasonableness.
Before the Klaeren decision, Illinois applied Euclid’s
legislative standard of review to challenged zoning decisions.22
However, Klaeren’s holding that “municipal bodies act in
administrative or quasi-judicial capacities when those bodies
conduct zoning hearings concerning a special use petition” was
a clear break with Illinois’ precedent.23 This decision replaced
the legislative standard of judicial review (i.e. Euclid’s standard
of review) traditionally applied to special use petitions with an
administrative standard of review,24 which is “governed by the
fundamental principles and requirements of due process of
law.”25 Unlike the legislative standard of review, which allows
the introduction of evidence outside of the record created at
the zoning hearing, the administrative standard of review relies

solely on the record created at the zoning hearing.26 Due to
the court’s ability to rely only on the record, hearings at which
governmental bodies make administrative decisions require
greater procedural due process protections.
While the Illinois Supreme Court clearly changed the
standard of review for special use decisions with Klaeren, it
provided less guidance regarding what steps a governmental
body must take to protect due process rights during a zoning
hearing.27 Although Klaeren provided a general framework
to guide municipalities on providing appropriate due process
rights at zoning hearings, that framework is prefaced by the
court stating, “Due process is an elusive concept. Its exact
boundaries are undefinable, and its content varies according to
specific factual contexts.”28 Klaeren’s emphasis on determining
what due process protections are warranted on a case-bycase basis introduced equal measures of uncertainty and
unpredictability to the zoning hearing process.
Post-Klaeren Decisions. On the heels of Klaeren, the
First District in Lapp v. Village of Winnetka29 provided some
insight regarding what due process rights need to be provided
at a zoning hearing. Lapp held that a municipality was not
obligated to allow cross examination during a village board
meeting at which a special use petition was being considered.30
The controversy in Lapp centered on a group of residents
that alleged that the Village of Winnetka violated Klaeren’s
due process guarantees by denying residents the right to
cross-examine a witness at a village board meeting.31 The
court sided with the village, noting that the residents had an
opportunity to cross examine witnesses and present evidence
at a prior public hearing with the zoning board of appeals,
and therefore were afforded due process consistent with
fundamental principles of justice.32 Relying extensively on
Klaeren’s interpretation that “the right to cross examine is not
unlimited and may be tailored by the municipality to the
circumstances specifically before it,” Lapp engaged in intensive
factual analysis and delved deep into how the zoning hearings
were conducted.33 Lapp paid particular attention to the fact
that residents were able to cross examine witnesses at some

18 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 233
(2002).
19 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 234
(2002).
20 Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 295, 4 S.Ct. 114
(1926).
21 Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 295, 4 S.Ct. 114
(1926).
22 See, e.g. La Salle National Bank v. County of Cook, 12 Ill.2d 40, 145
N.E.2d 65, 68-69 (1957) (providing same level of deference as Euclid to
governmental body’s legislative actions).
23 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 234
(2002) (emphasis added).
24 See George L. Schoenbeck, Illinois Zoning Law Six Years After Klaeren, 97
Ill. B.J. 84 (2009), available at http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_6997/
is_2_97/ai_n31352764/?tag=content;col1.
25 See People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223,
234 (2002).

26 See Acevedo v. Dep’t of Employment Sec., 324 Ill.App.3d 768, 755 N.E.2d
93, 97 (1st Dist. 2001).
27 See People ex rel. Klaeren v. Village of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223,
234 (2002) (stating that administrative hearings must comply with the
“fundamental principles and requirements of due process of law,” but
failing to elaborate on how to meet that standard).
28 See People ex rel. Klaeren v. Village of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223,
234 (2002)
29 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983 (1st Dist.
2005).
30 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983, 994-95
(1st Dist. 2005).
31 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983, 993 (1st
Dist. 2005).
32 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983, 994 (1st
Dist. 2005).
33 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983, 994 (1st
Dist. 2005).
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point during the zoning hearing process.34
While Lapp began to identify the boundaries of due process
required at zoning hearings, its emphasis on permitting
some form of cross examination illustrates the impact of
Klaeren’s holding that special use petitions be subject to
an administrative standard of review. Courts applying an
administrative standard of review may only consider the
record established during the public hearing, therefore making
it necessary for governmental bodies to provide extensive
procedural due process rights during zoning hearings in order
to fully develop the record.35 Lapp’s reliance on Klaeren’s
fact intensive, case-by-case approach makes it unclear as to
whether Lapp’s modest limitations on cross examination
would be upheld under different factual circumstances.36
Although Lapp provided some clarity regarding the bounds
of due process at zoning hearings, the vast majority of the
questions raised by Klaeren remained unanswered.
The Legislature’s Response to Klaeren. The Illinois
legislature responded to the due process ambiguities raised
by Klaeren first in 2006 with Public Act 94-1027 and
subsequently with Public Act 95-0843.37 In an effort to
prevent zoning hearings from turning into mini-trials, the
legislature lessened a municipality’s need to develop and
preserve the record at public hearings by subjecting all zoning
decisions to a legislative standard of judicial review.38 Unlike
the administrative standard of review, legislative review allows
the court to consider matters beyond those entered into the
record at a zoning hearing.39
Public Act 94-1027 stated that “any special use, variance,
rezoning or other amendment to a zoning ordinance adopted
by [the local government authorities] shall be subject to de novo
judicial review as a legislative decision, regardless of whether
the process of its adoption is considered administrative for
other purposes.”40 Although the Act’s language appears to be
relatively clear on its face, the Second District in Millineum
Maintenance Management, Inc. v. County of Lake,41 held that a
court is only required to apply a legislative standard of review
when a party challenges a governmental authority’s approval
of a special use petition. The court’s decision turned largely on
34 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983, 994 (1st
Dist. 2005).
35 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983, 995-96
(1st Dist. 2005).
36 Lapp v. Village of Winnetka, 359 Ill. App. 3d 152, 833 N.E.2d 983, 994 (1st
Dist. 2005).
37 See George L. Schoenbeck, Illinois Zoning Law Six Years After Klaeren, 97
Ill. B.J. 84 (2009), available at http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_6997/
is_2_97/ai_n31352764/?tag=content;col1.
38 See George L. Schoenbeck, Illinois Zoning Law Six Years After Klaeren, 97
Ill. B.J. 84 (2009), available at http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_6997/
is_2_97/ai_n31352764/?tag=content;col1.
39 Our Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville, 922 N.E.2d 1143,1162
(2nd Dist. 2009).
40 See 55 ILCS 5/5-12012.1 (2006); 65 ILCS 5/11-13-25 (2006).
41 See Millineum Maint. Mgmt., Inc., v. County of Lake, 384 Ill. App. 3d 638,
894 N.E.2d 845, 856 (2nd Dist. 2008).
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the “adopted by” language in the Act, which was interpreted
to mean that the Act only applied when a government
authority approves a request for zoning relief.42 As a result of
the “adopted by” reference, the court held a party challenging
a governmental authority’s denial of a special use petition
would be subject to an administrative standard of review in
accordance with Klaeren’s holding.43
In response to the Second District’s decision in Millineum,
the legislature adopted Public Act 95-0843, which eliminated
the “adopted by” language to impose a legislative standard
of review for all zoning decisions, regardless of whether a
government authority approved or denied zoning relief.44 The
Act was the legislature’s attempt to avoid repeating Millineum’s
outcome by subject all zoning decisions to legislative judicial
review.45
Shortly after Public Act 95-0843 became effective, the
Second District issued its opinion in Our Savior Evangelical
Lutheran Church v. Saville46 overturning Millineum and
holding that a “city’s denial of [a] special use permit application
must receive ‘de novo judicial review as a legislative decision.’”
In Our Savior, a church appealed the City of Aurora’s denial of
a special use petition for a building expansion and related site
improvements.47 The Second District ultimately remanded
the decision with instructions to apply a legislative standard
of review consistent with the language of the Public Act
95-0843.48 Importantly, while the Our Savior decision was
consistent with the judicial review mandate contained in the
Act, the court expressly stated that the Act does not “limit...
the application of due process to any [zoning] decisions.”49 In
other words, the court held that the Act did not address what
procedural due process rights are required at zoning hearing.
Due Process Rights Today And The Navistar Hearings.
Passage of Public Act 95-0843 and the Second District’s
application of legislative review in Our Savior eliminate the
need to preserve a zoning hearing’s record for administrative
review, but substantial ambiguity persists about what
42 See Millineum Maint. Mgmt., Inc., v. County of Lake, 384 Ill. App. 3d 638,
894 N.E.2d 845, 856 (2nd Dist. 2008).
43 See Millineum Maint. Mgmt., Inc., v. County of Lake, 384 Ill. App. 3d 638,
894 N.E.2d 845, 861 (2nd Dist. 2008).
44 See 55 ILCS 5/5-12012.1 (2008); 60 ILCS 1/110-50.1 (2008); 65 ILCS 5/1113-25 (2008). See also Our Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville,
397 Ill. App. 3d 1003, 1026, 922 N.E.2d 1143 (2nd Dist. 2009) (discussing
the amendment to 55 ILCS 5/5-12012.1 and its impact on the decision
in Millineum).
45 See George L. Schoenbeck, Illinois Zoning Law Six Years After Klaeren, 97
Ill. B.J. 84 (2009), available at http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_6997/
is_2_97/ai_n31352764/?tag=content;col1.
46 Our Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville, 922 N.E.2d 1143,1161
(2nd Dist. 2009).
47 Our Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville, 922 N.E.2d 1143,1145
(2nd Dist. 2009).
48 Our Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville, 922 N.E.2d 1143,1162
(2nd Dist. 2009).
49 Our Savior Evangelical Lutheran Church v. Saville, 922 N.E.2d 1143,1162
(2nd Dist. 2009).

procedural due process rights Klaeren requires at a zoning
hearing. Our Savior declined to interpret the Act as reducing
due process rights required to be provided at zoning hearings.
Because of the limited scope of the Our Savior decision,
Klaeren continues to provide the most pertinent guide on
what rights need to be provided at zoning hearings.
While Klaeren does not provide definitive guidance on
what due process rights need be provided in every case, it
does provide a rough framework to guide governmental
bodies when determining the appropriateness, or degree, of
due process required in a zoning matter.50
The primary goal of due process is the full and true
disclosure of relevant and reasonable facts. With that in
mind, Klaeren identifies the following factors to apply when
determining what due process rights should be provided at a
zoning hearing: (1) degree of adversity of interested parties;
(2) complexity of the issues involved; (3) technical nature of
the petition; and (4) degree of disputed factors.51
Navistar’s special use petition included the development of
a technology center that would have included diesel engine
testing cells. Also, there was a strong, well-organized group
of objectors that retained attorneys and technical experts.
The existence of the technical issues combined with wellorganized opposition tended to support the Village of Lisle’s
use of measures to provide greater due process rights. Lisle
elected to allow extensive cross-examination and even granted
subpoena powers, which the opposition exercised on top
executives of Navistar, among others. In this instance, the
use of cross-examination was clearly supported by the courts’
decisions in Klaeren, Lapp, and Our Savior.
The authors of this article, however, question the use of
subpoena powers in a zoning matter. The Illinois legislature,
as supported by the finding in Our Savior, made it clear
that the judicial standard of review for zoning matters is
de novo, and therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the
record at a zoning hearing does not have to be preserved.52
Further, objectors to a petition may produce their own
experts at a zoning hearing to counter the testimony of the
petitioner’s experts, thus providing a meaningful opportunity
to present relevant and reasonable facts to the governmental
body. Additionally, the de novo standard of judicial review
provides all parties with full subpoena powers during judicial
proceedings, therefore decreasing the need for those powers
to be provided during zoning hearings.
In Navistar’s case, it is difficult to understand what
probative value the production of the CEO of an international
company during a zoning hearing would bring to a local
zoning matter of which he may have limited personal
knowledge. Even in judicial proceedings, corporate officers
50 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 235-36
(2002).
51 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 235-36
(2002).
52 See 55 ILCS 5/5-12012.1 (2008); 60 ILCS 1/110-50.1 (2008); 65 ILCS 5/1113-25 (2008).
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without personal knowledge of the matter at issue are not
typically required to testify to the veracity of statements made
by the corporation’s designated agents that possess actual
knowledge of the matter.53 Within the context of a zoning
hearing, large corporations generally hire a slew of professional
consultants to analyze varied zoning and engineering issues
that the corporation’s CEO is normally unfamiliar with.
Seemingly, cross examining the corporation’s professional
consultants that were hired to address the corporation’s
zoning issues is a more direct way to discover the pertinent
facts related to a matter than subpoenaing a corporation’s
CEO to discuss matters with which he is unfamiliar. It is the
authors’ opinion that the rights afforded to zoning hearing
participants and the ability of all parties to call witnesses in
court diminish the need for a governmental body to provide
subpoena powers in a zoning matter.
Although the courts have been clear that the outright
exclusion of cross-examination violates due process
guarantees, Klaeren provides very helpful insight as to
appropriate limitations governmental bodies may impose on
the right to cross-examination, including:54
(1) Limiting who may exercise the right of crossexamination, by: (a) requiring allegations of some special
interest, beyond that of the general public; or (b) requiring
that the party register in advance; or (c) creation of a
presumptive right to an identified class (i.e. immediate
neighbors);
(2) Limiting exercise of right to cross-examination to
the subject matter, based on: (a) complexity of the issue;
(b) special expertise of the witness; (c) only disputed
factors; (d) testimony of taste or personal opinion; or (e)
the degree to which the witness’s testimony relates to the
factors to be considered in approving the proposal; and
(3) Adoption of rules specifying which factual issues
may be relevant consideration for policy makers.55 Such
adoption may be made either immediately after testimony
or in advance.
It should be no surprise that after the Village of Lisle’s
decision to prohibit cross-examination in Klaeren was rejected
by the courts, the new Lisle administration (that presumably
came to power or learned a “lesson” from the backlash of the
Klaeren matter) chose to not impose many limitations and
grant extensive cross-examination and subpoena powers to
the objectors with the Navistar petition. It is clear from the
holdings in Klaeren, Lapp and Our Savior, that this decision
was entirely within the village’s power. However, as evidenced
by Navistar’s initial withdrawal of their petition for “being
53 See People v. Enis, 139 Ill.2d 264, 564 N.E.2d 1155, 1167 (1990) (“It is
improper, however, to ask a witness to speculate about matters beyond
his personal knowledge or to judge the veracity of other witnesses or
evidence.”).
54 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 235-36
(2002).
55 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 235-36
(2002).

put on trial,” overly extensive use of cross-examination and
subpoenas, may have been unnecessary and could have a
chilling effect on economic development.56
Using Navistar’s experience with Lisle as an example,
the answer to the question raised by this article, “does
Illinois’ current zoning process unjustly inhibit economic
development,” is a resounding “maybe.” It is clear that Klaeren
and its progeny provide governmental bodies with broad
discretion to define what due process rights are provided at
zoning hearings.57 It is also clear that Klaeren’s emphasis on
tailoring due process protections on a case-by-case basis fosters
unpredictability at zoning hearings,58 which generally does
not motivate the business community to invest. However,
while a degree of unpredictability is characteristic to any
zoning proceeding, Klaeren does provide valuable guidance to
governmental bodies on how to ensure that zoning hearings
serve their intended purpose, namely to produce facts that are
relevant to a proposal.59 How closely governmental bodies
follow Klaeren’s framework, however, may vary widely from
case to case.
Navistar’s objections to Lisle’s zoning process did not
appear to be based on an unwillingness to allow its experts
to provide relevant facts regarding the relocation during the
zoning hearings. Rather, Navistar objected to Lisle allowing
the opposition to put the company on trial at a zoning
hearing by permitting the subpoena of Navistar executives
with limited personal knowledge of the company’s relocation
effort.60 While it appears that Illinois’ public zoning process
did not dampen the state’s economic development efforts,
it may have been Lisle’s willingness to provide due process
protection greatly in excess of the due process rights protected
by Klaeren’s framework that caused Navistar to initially
abandon its move to Lisle.
Although Klaeren is far from dispositive on questions
concerning due process rights, the authors believe that the
reasonable application of Klaeren’s framework tempered by
the ultimate goal of full and true disclosure of relevant and
reasonable facts may be used by governmental bodies to
determine an appropriate degree of due process needed at
zoning hearings. The impact of Illinois’ zoning process on
the state’s economic development climate therefore relies on
the diligence of the governmental bodies applying Klaeren’s
framework to ensure that zoning hearings produce relevant
facts and avoid procedural boondoggles.
56 See David Weese, Navistar Pulls Out of Proposed World Headquarters
Site in Lisle, Fox Valley Labor News, June 1, 2010, available at http://
foxvalleylabornews.com/news/?p=632.
57 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 234
(2002).
58 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 234
(2002).
59 People ex rel. Klaeren v. Vill. of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 781 N.E.2d. 223, 235-36
(2002).
60 See David Weese, Navistar Pulls Out of Proposed World Headquarters
Site in Lisle, Fox Valley Labor News, June 1, 2010, available at http://
foxvalleylabornews.com/news/?p=632.

At the Mega Meeting
On January 22, 2011, 1:15-2:45 p.m.,
The Real Estate Committee presents:
Len Monson, Kuhn,
Heap & Monson and
Greg Jones, city planner, present The Zoning
Process and Its Impact
On The Real Estate
Practitioner.

Richard Bales, Regional Counsel for Chicago
Title Insurance, will
speak onThe Short Sale
& Foreclosure: Impact
On The Real Estate
Practitioner
Credits:
1.5 CLE Hours

Full day, half day and lunch-only registration for
the Mega Meeting is available online through the
DCBA store at www.dcba.org or by calling (630)
653-7779.
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From the criminal law committee

Criminal Contempt in a Criminal
Case: Every Lawyer’s Worst Nightmare
By Harry C. Smith

E

very lawyer has faced a situation where he or she has two matters scheduled
at the same time, on the same day, in different courthouses. In the current
climate, many criminal defense attorneys are forced to accept cases outside of
their normal geographic area of practice to maintain income streams. These
unavoidable conflicts arise frequently, especially with criminal defense attorneys
who have matters pending in several different jurisdictions.
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Normally, the preferred way to handle this type of conflict
is to ask (or hire) a colleague to “cover” the case. Sometimes,
however, conflicts arise late at night, in the morning, or even
on the way to court. On such short notice, it is sometimes
difficult to find someone to step up on your behalf. When
faced with this situation, lawyers may reluctantly tell their
clients to ask for a continuance on their own. Or, they may
have their client wait for them until they arrive - perhaps
an hour or more late. This practice tests the patience of
judges and occasionally results in a threat of being held in
contempt of court.
When this occurs, lawyers often wonder whether an order
of criminal contempt1 may actually be entered against them
for running late or failing to appear for a routine appearance
or status date? Do lawyers have a right to be heard before the
judge makes such a finding? What sort of remedies do they
have if they disagree with the court’s decision? Following
is a brief overview of the types of criminal contempt that
may be entered and the lawyer’s rights when faced with

such a charge.
“Criminal contempt” is defined by Illinois courts as
conduct that is calculated to embarrass or obstruct a court
in the administration of justice or lessen the court’s authority
or dignity.2 Before citing an individual with criminal
contempt a court must find that the contemptuous conduct
was willful.3
There are two types of criminal contempt; direct and
indirect.4 Direct contempt refers to conduct that occurred
in the court’s presence or conduct committed outside the
court’s presence but admitted in open court.5 Indirect
contempt arises from conduct that occurred outside the
presence of the court.6 Put another way, if the court must
consider extrinsic evidence as to matters not within its
knowledge, the alleged contempt is probably indirect.7 If
contemptuous, an attorney’s failure to appear at a scheduled

1

4

“Civil contempt” proceedings, which are initiated to coerce a party into
taking some specific action and are thus irrelevant to this discussion,
have two fundamental attributes: the contemnor must be capable
of taking the action sought to be coerced, and no further contempt
sanctions may be imposed upon contemnor’s compliance. See In re
Marriage of Sharp, 369 Ill. App. 3d 271, 279, 860 N.E.2d 539 (2nd Dist.
2006).
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2
3

5
6
7

See People v. Simac, 161 Ill.2d 297, 305, 641 N.E.2d 416 (Ill. 1994).
D’Agostino v. Lynch, 382 Ill. App. 3d 960, 968, 887 N.E.2d 590 (1st Dist.
2008).
People v. Ramsell, 266 Ill. App. 3d 297, 299, 640 N.E.2d 975 (2nd Dist.
1994).
People v. Ramsell, 266 Ill. App. 3d 297, 299, 640 N.E.2d 975 (2nd Dist.
1994).
People v. Ramsell, 266 Ill. App. 3d 297, 299, 640 N.E.2d 975 (2nd Dist.
1994).
See People v. Waldron, 114 Ill.2d 295, 302, 500 N.E.2d 17 (1986).

court date is usually deemed “indirect” criminal contempt However, a judge managing a demanding and complex
unless the lawyer appears and admits in open court that his court call may not see it the same way. In fact, the most
common scenarios involve situations in which the court is
or her failure to appear was willful.8
The distinction between direct and indirect contempt is not familiar with a particular attorney and is unwilling to
an important one. A trial court can punish direct contempt presume the “good intentions” of that attorney.
summarily because all elements are within the court’s
In most cases, the court will either instruct the state’s
9
immediate knowledge. On the other hand, with indirect attorneys assigned to the courtroom to file a Rule to Show
criminal contempt, a party is entitled to notice, a fair Cause against the attorney, or simply enter an order directing
hearing, and an opportunity to be heard.10 In other words, the defense attorney to appear on a future date and explain
a person charged with indirect
his or her absence. Either situation
criminal contempt is entitled to
is nerve racking and something no
(1) knowledge of the nature of the
attorney wants to face.
Harry C. Smith
charges against him, (2) the privilege
Generally, the contempt issue
is a partner in the
against self-incrimination, (3) the
is resolved through appropriate
firm of Smith &
presumption of innocence, and (4)
explanation and discharged.
Fuller of WheaHowever, all of us have seen the
the right to be proven guilty beyond
ton
Illinois
.
He
11
situation where an attorney has been
a reasonable doubt.
concentrates his
held in contempt and ordered to pay
That is not to say, however, that
practice in the ara fine as a sanction. Some judges
arriving late or not appearing at a
eas of municipal
have a policy, in situations where law
routine status date is contempt at all.
prosecution,
criminal
defense
and
famenforcement officers have appeared
For a finding of criminal contempt,
ily law. He is the current chairman of
in court and essentially “wasted”
it must not only be shown that the
the DCBA’s Criminal Law Committee.
their time because defense counsel
conduct was willful, but that the
was late or didn’t appear, of requiring
conduct in question was “calculated
that the attorney reimburse the
to embarrass or obstruct a court
municipality for the officer’s time.
in the administration of justice or
12
Like most other judgments, orders of criminal contempt
lessen the court’s authority or dignity.” Inadvertently
mis-calendaring a date or being held longer than expected are appealable. The appellate court can examine the record
in another courtroom usually does not meet this definition. and determine if the trial court properly classified the
contempt as direct or indirect. A reviewing court can also
8 See People v. Ramsell, 266 Ill. App. 3d 297, 640 N.E.2d 975 (2nd Dist. 1994) determine whether due process was adhered to and whether
(Defendant admitted in open court that he did not appear at scheduled the alleged contemnor had a proper opportunity to be heard.
court date but did not state that such failure was willful therefore
contempt, if any, was indirect). Compare In re Marriage of Slingerland, The standard of review “for direct criminal contempt is
whether there is sufficient evidence to support the finding of
347 Ill. App. 3d 707, 807 N.E.2d 731 (2nd Dist. 2004) (Defendant could
be found in direct criminal contempt after admitting in open court that
contempt and whether the judge considered facts outside of
she had left a prior hearing during recess because she was upset and
the judge’s personal knowledge.”13 The standard applicable
felt the proceeding was unfair). See also People v. Westbrooks, 242 Ill.
to indirect criminal contempt proceedings is “whether,
App. 338, 1926 WL 3942 (1st Dist. 1926) (The unexplained absence of an
attorney at trial may be grounds for indirect, but not direct contempt after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the
since a court confronted with such conduct on the part of an attorney
prosecution, any rational trier of fact could have found the
is unable to ascertain by its own observation and without inquiry the
essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.”14
operational facts from which an inference of willfulness or of wrongful
intent can be drawn); People v. Pincham, 38 Ill. App. 3d 1043, 350 N.E.2d
Most of the time lawyers and judges work together
67 (1st Dist. 1976) (same).
when
unavoidable conflicts arise. After all, many judges
9 In re Carrington H., 357 Ill. App. 3d 1039, 1041-42, 831 N.E.2d 62 (2nd Dist.
had
law
practices before taking the bench and likely
2005). But see also Kaeding v. Collins, 281 Ill.App.3d 919, 926-27, 668 N.E.2d
572 (2nd Dist. 1996) (Where the alleged contempt involves the filing of
realize the fluid and unpredictable nature of the business.
documents rather than an appearance in court, although the conduct
However,
in those rare cases where animosity develops, a
may still constitute direct criminal contempt, the same due process
basic
understanding
of the law and procedure for criminal
requirements apply as in indirect criminal contempt proceedings,
unless the judge has “actual, rather than constructive knowledge” of
contempt proceedings should help ease the anxiety of what
the alleged contemnor’s actions).
can be a very embarrassing and stressful situation.
10 In re Carrington H., 357 Ill. App. 3d 1039, 1042, 831 N.E.2d 62 (2nd Dist.
2005).
11 People v. Ramsell, 266 Ill. App. 3d 297, 300, 640 N.E.2d 975 (2nd Dist.
1994), citing In re marriage of Betts, 200 Ill. App. 3d 26, 58, 558 N.E.2d
404 (4th Dist. 1990).
12 See People v. Waldron, 114 Ill.2d 295, 302, 500 N.E.2d 17 (1986).

13 Thomas v. Koe, 395 Ill.App.3d 570, 579, 924 N.E.2d 1093 (4th Dist. 2009).
14 City of Rockford v. Suski, 307 Ill. App. 3d 233, 247-48, 718 N.E.2d 269 (2nd
Dist. 1999) (emphasis in original).
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From the law practice management
& business law committees

Recovering Fees For Paralegal Time
By Anthony Abear

D

oes your paralegal routinely bill time spent copying? For the issuance of
subpoenas? For indexing discovery documents? For delivering a courtesy
copy to the judge? If the type of work for which your paralegal bills time is
not in substitution for the work of an attorney, then it may not be recoverable,
either from your client or in a court action.
Paralegal services offer benefits to both the client
and the attorney. As defined by Illinois statute:
“[A] paralegal [is] a person who is qualified through
education, training, or work experience and is
employed by a lawyer, law office, governmental
agency, or other entity to work under the direction
of an attorney in a capacity that involves the
performance of substantive legal work that usually
requires a sufficient knowledge of legal concepts
and would be performed by the attorney in the
absence of the paralegal.”1
The client benefits by the performance of legal work,
normally performed by an attorney, yet at a reduced
billing rate. The paralegal should be supervised by
an attorney who is still ultimately responsible for
the actions of the paralegal including violations of
the the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct.2 The
attorney benefits with additional billable revenue and
the freeing up of valuable time to bill other clients.
Paralegal Time Recoverable as Legal Fees. In the
late 1970s, Illinois courts first recognized the benefit
which law clerks provide to a client and deemed such
a clerk’s work recompensable.3 Thus, in Merchandise
1
2
3
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5 ILCS 70/1.35
Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 5.3(c).
Fiorito v. Jones, 72 Ill.2d 73, 89, 377 N.E.2d 1019 (1978).
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National Bank v. Scanlon4, the First District considered
whether a law student’s time was billable or whether,
in the alternative, the cost of the student’s time should
be absorbed as law office “overhead” and a cost of
doing business. The court stated:
“Unlike the work of secretaries and other
supporting personnel, the work of senior law
students is, in many instances, work of a kind
necessary to the prosecution of the litigation which
will, or ought to be performed, if not by them,
by attorneys.”5
The Second District affirmed that reasoning and
analysis that justified a law office’s billing for a law
clerk’s services, but substantially limited the services
for which it could bill. In Losurdo Brothers v. Arkin
Distributing Company6, the court affirmed the trial
4 Merchandise National Bank of Chicago v. Scanlon, 86 Ill. App. 3d 719, 408
N.E.2d 248 (1st Dist. 1980), citing Fiorito v. Jones, 72 Ill.2d 73, 89, 377 N.E.2d
1019 (1978).
5 See also People v. Atkinson, 50 Ill. App. 3d 860, 867, 366 N.E.2d 94, 100 (2nd
Dist. 1977) (“[I]t seems unrealistic to require that work which requires
somewhat less expertise and experience must be personally performed
by appointed counsel in order to be compensated. It would appear that
certain delegated work in a case, always remaining the responsibility of
appointed counsel and done under his supervision, when found to be
economic and necessary should be compensated in some manner.”)
6 Losurdo Brothers v. Arkin Distributing, 125 Ill. App. 3d 267, 465 N.E.2d 139.”
(2nd Dist. 1984).

court’s decision to refuse to allow the billing for a law agree with the trial court’s notion that paralegals are
clerk’s service that included delivery of an amended a valuable resource in the practice of law and find
complaint and delivery of a notice of motion to the that their services, provided under the direction
opposing counsel (at $40 per hour for a total of $84) and control of a licensed attorney, should be
wherein the court asserted that the it was “apparent recoverable…”11 There, the court held that paralegal
that the law clerk was not performing legal work and fees are permissible under Section 508 of the Illinois
that the majority of this time was travel.” The Losurdo Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage Act, further
court likewise refused to award a $3 duplicating cost asserting that clients derive benefits from work by law
billed by the law clerk asserting that said $3 cost clerks and by paralegals, and endorsing the propriety
is a cost normally associated
of billing of paralegal fees.
with office overhead and would
In determining a proper
Anthony Abear is
only be awarded if it were an
rate of recovery for paralegal
“extraordinary” copying cost.
w o rk , t h e Di s t r i c t C o u r t
the proprietor of
The United States Supreme
in In re Continental Illinois
the Abear Law OfCourt has also confirmed that
Securities Litigation attempted to
fice. He is a gradubillable time for paralegals is
determine the “market rate” for
ate of the Univera legitimate fee. In Missouri v.
such work.12 The court found
sity of Illinois at
Jenkins, the Supreme Court held
that:
Champaign, and of DePaul University
that an attorney recovering fees
“[A]n appropriate starting
College of Law and chairs the DCBA
under a federal Section 1988
point is the salary paid the
Law Practice Management Committee.
can also bill separately at market
paralegal by the attorney....
rate and be compensated for the
Another proper component of
7
services of paralegals. While permissible, however, the
the rate is the overhead specifically associated with
the employee, such as health insurance and other
Court noted that “purely clerical or secretarial tasks
8
fringe benefits.... Finally, the billing rate should
should not be billed at a paralegal rate.”
include an element of profit. Lawyers will not be
The restriction upon appropriate paralegal billing
motivated to assign non-legal work to paralegals
was taken one step further in Michigan Avenue
9
if there is no profit in it... It seems rational to
National Bank of Chicago v. Evans, Inc. In Michigan,
presume that, up to a given salary level, the specific
the First Appellate Court affirmed a trial court
overhead for an employee would not exceed the
determination denying an award for paralegal fees
employee’s salary. Thus, if the paralegal is paid
of $848 for indexing discovery documents, issuing
$10.00 per hour, an allowance of an additional
subpoenas, and delivering a copy of a brief to a
$10.00 for specific overhead seems adequate and
judge’s chambers. While this court’s decision might
probably generous... For this reason, it seems
seem to undermine an attorney’s confidence in billing
proper to cap the overhead component at $10.00
paralegal time, for the Michigan court, however, these
per hour.”
actions were ministerial in nature and their billing
The Seventh Circuit reversed the District Court’s
should have been absorbed into the office overhead
10
decision in Continental, effectively rejecting a “cost”
expense.
The Second Appellate District lauded the use and approach to the analysis, finding:
“[The District Court was] trying to determine the
benefit of paralegals in 1990 when it stated, “we
value of a service that the market has set its own
7 Missouri v. Jenkins By Agyei, 491 U.S. 274, 109 S. Ct. 2463 (1989). See also
value on. The Supreme Court has disapproved the
TruServ Corp. v. Ernst & Young, LLP, 376 Ill. App. 3d 218,226, 876 N.E.2d 77,
approach of basing reimbursement for paralegal
85 (1st Dist. 2007) (Paralegal fees held to be separately compensable as
expenses on the ‘cost’ of the paralegal, as distinct
necessary legal services under Consumer Fraud Act.)
8 Missouri v. Jenkins By Agyei, 491 U.S. 274, 109 S.Ct. 2463 (1989)
from the market value of his services, when it is
9 Michigan Ave. Nat. Bank of Chicago v. Evans, Inc., 176 Ill. App. 3d 1047,
customary to bill separately for the value of those
531 N.E.2d 872 (1st Dist. 1988).
10 See also Lee v City of Chicago, 2008 WL 5377798 (N.D. Ill. 2008).(In which
that court denied “non-compensable tasks including: photocopying;
preparing documents for delivery; faxing; hand-delivering documents;
scanning documents; entering dates into a calendar; ordering a court
reporter; scheduling telephone conferences; and drafting letters to the
Court…”)

11 In re Marriage of Ahmad, 198 Ill. App. 3d 15, 555 N.E.2d 439 (2nd Dist.
1990).
12 In re Continental Illinois Securities Litigation. 750 F. Supp. 868 (N.D. Ill.
1990).
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services.” 13
The Seventh Circuit found that the District
Court’s salary-plus-overhead method not only
underestimated the actual value of paralegal services,
it likely undermined efforts to economize litigation
and “lead lawyers to substitute their own time, for
which they are entitled to be compensated at market
rates rather than at some constructed hourly cost, for
that of cheaper paralegals.”14 It is thus clear that, so
long as the work done by a paralegal involves legal
analysis or other work that would otherwise normally
be done by counsel, that work is compensable at a
reasonable billable rate.
Paralegal Time Recoverable as Costs. When
work done by a paralegal is not of a kind normally
billable by an attorney, it should generally be treated
as non-billable overhead. Just as attorneys should
not bill their clients their normal rates for time they
spend standing in front of the copier, they should
not bill their paralegal’s time for such work, at least
not as professional services. Regardless of whether
such work is being done by an attorney, a paralegal
or someone else in the office, it is part of the office
overhead which may only be billed as a cost in limited
circumstances.
Performing some tasks in-house such as copy and
messenger services is not uncommon for some firms
though often “fraught with tension between the lawyer
and the client.”15 While several of the cases cited
above rejected recovery for time entries performing
these types of tasks, under some circumstances, the
Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct may allow
attorneys to bill for such services as costs. 16 The ABA
Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility recognized in a formal opinion that
“[l]ike professional fees, it seems clear that lawyers
may pass on reasonable charges for these services.”
While the parties may contract for a specific rate for
copy charges and messenger services, the committee
concluded, absent a specific agreement to the contrary,
13 Matter of Continental Illinois Securities Litigation, 962 F.2d 566 (7th
Cir.1992).
14 Matter of Continental Illinois Securities Litigation, 962 F.2d 566 (7th
Cir.1992).
15 ABA Formal Opinion 93-379, Billing for Professional Fees, Disbursements
and Other Expenses (December 6, 1993).
16 See Commentary on Rule 1.5: (“A lawyer may seek reimbursement for
the cost of services performed in-house, such as copying, or for other
expenses incurred in-house, such as telephone charges, either by charging a reasonable amount to which the client has agreed in advance or
by charging an amount that reasonably reflects the cost incurred by
the lawyer.”)

the lawyer is “obliged to charge the client no more
than the direct cost associated with the service (i.e.,
the actual cost of making a copy on the photocopy
machine) plus a reasonable allocation of overhead
expenses directly associated with the provision of
the service (e.g., the salary of a photocopy machine
operator).”17
Deferring to “our colleagues in the accounting
profession”, the committee declined to comment on
the proper calculation method of direct costs and what
may or may not be included in allocated overhead:
“Any reasonable calculation of direct costs as
well as any reasonable allocation of related
overhead should pass ethical muster. On the other
hand... it is impermissible for a lawyer to create
an additional source of profit for the law firm
beyond that which is contained in the provision of
professional services themselves. The lawyer’s stock
in trade is the sale of legal services, not photocopy
paper, tuna fish sandwiches, computer time or
messenger services.” 18
Negotiating your way through Illinois law regarding
the appropriate billing and collection policies for
paralegal services can be dicey territory. It is obvious
Illinois courts recognize the value of paralegal services
as providing a reasonable benefit to clients which, as
such, justify compensation. After all, paralegals do
not cost clients additional money. Instead, paralegals
actually save clients money by doing the work of
attorneys at lower billable rates.
While using a paralegal may increase the value
of legal services to the client, the effectiveness of
your firm, and firm income, beware the scrutiny
of the court’s review of your paralegal’s fees. The
distinction should be made between performing
work “customarily, but not exclusively, performed
by an attorney” and clerical or ministerial tasks in
determining what paralegal time is recoverable as legal
fees. Likewise, caution should be taken calculating the
basis for in-house services for performing work which
might be otherwise performed by an outside vendor.
17 ABA Formal Opinion 93-379, Billing for Professional Fees, Disbursements
and Other Expenses, December 6, 1993.
18 ABA Formal Opinion 93-379 Billing for Professional Fees, Disbursements
and Other Expenses, December 6, 1993. See also Susan Beck and Michael
Orey, Skaddenomics,, The American Lawyer, Vol. XIII, No. 7 (September
1991) found at http://amlawdaily.typepad.com/files/skaddenomics.
pdf (“ [T]he reference to ‘other overhead expenses’ provided a hole
big enough to drive an entire back-office operation through... [W]hen
things get marked up so that firms make a profit off of them, there’s
actually a reverse incentive to be economical. Why send something by
Federal Express when you can make a fortune faxing it?”)

At the Mega Meeting
On January 22, 2011, 1:15-2:45 p.m.,
The Law Practice Management Committee
and Business Law Committee present:
Tony Abear, Law Office of Anthony Abear,
P.C. and J. Matthew
Pfeiffer, Fuchs &
Roselli, Ltd. will speak
on The Business of the
Law Practice in the 21st
Century. Some of the
topics to be covered include: the Illinois Rules
of Professional Conduct
regarding communications about a lawyer’s
services, advertising,
and prospective client
solicitation; internet
content and use in promoting a law practice;
website disclaimers and
social media or public
media disclaimers;
website operation and
ownership issues.

Credits: 1.5 CLE Hours
(including .75 PRMCLE Hours)
applied for

Full day, half day and lunch-only registration for
the Mega Meeting is available online through the
DCBA store at www.dcba.org or by calling (630)
653-7779.
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From the estate planning & probate committee

The Related Trustee: Old Lessons
Learned from New Case Law
By Neil Goltermann

T

he use of trusts in estate planning is becoming more and more common and
with good reason. There are numerous advantages that may lead someone
to select a trust for his or her primary estate planning vehicle. In making such
a choice, one of the most important decisions the grantor1 must make is who
will serve as trustee and successor trustee. Grantors think of family members,
especially their children, professional advisors such as accountants, financial
planners or attorneys, and, institutional trust departments as possible candidates.
Recently, I was asked by a client to serve as the trustee
of trusts for her daughters if something happened to her.
This hasn’t happened very often. It was, of course, very
flattering.
My first, fleeting thoughts went to one possible future:
with me as a wizened, sage counselor providing advice to
the trust beneficiaries. My client would have passed away
if I was serving as trustee and her daughters would likely
be mature adults. However, if asked, would I be able
to adequately explain to them that their mother would
have wanted them to have a more practicable mode of
transportation than a candy apple red convertible sports
car?
I gratefully declined. A good general rule is to not
get involved as trustee for clients’ trusts. When asked,
I usually ask the client if it wouldn’t be better for their
family to still be able to retain me as their attorney.
This usually puts us back on the hunt for acceptable
trustees. It is not an easy task, identifying a trustee.
1

1 There are numerous terms used to describe the person who is making a
trust: settlor, trustmaker, grantor, trustor. All generally are descriptive.
This article will refer to that person as the grantor.
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But sometimes clients don’t understand the difficulty
involved in serving as a trustee: that it can be a thankless
job holding off successor beneficiaries, usually family
members, who want distributions yesterday, some who
think they know best what their deceased family member
wanted and feel free to share their knowledge with anyone
and everyone in the family. The issues and difficulty in
identifying individuals to serve as trustee are highlighted
in several recent reported cases from our appellate and
federal courts.
The Attorney as Trustee. In Janowiak v. Tiesi,2 the
family attorney was trustee of an irrevocable trust the
family patriarch had established to hold the stock of the
family business.3
In Janowiak the plaintiff claimed the defendant, the
attorney, in his role as trustee of an irrevocable family
2
3

Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569 (1st Dist. 2010).
Delving into the ethical issues of an attorney choosing to serve as a
trustee is not the function of this article, but they are apparent from
the review of the facts, circumstances and ruling of the appellate court.
We’ll leave the ethical issues aside since they deserve an article unto
itself, if not a treatise or two.

trust, breached his fiduciary duties by failing to disclose in reviewing whether a release is fair include (1) was there
material information and securing a release of fiduciary a free and frank disclosure of all the relevant information
duties from plaintiff. The irrevocable trust held the stock by the trustee; (2) was the consideration adequate, and
of a family owned and run business. The plaintiff was (3) was there competent and independent advice before
an employee of the company, along with his brother and completing the transaction.9
father, and a beneficiary of the trust. The defendant was
The appellate court did not treat kindly the trustee’s
the father’s estate and the tax planning attorney who had argument that the plaintiff was negligent because he
agreed to serve as the trustee.4
did not search for information on his own. The court
The claims revolved around allegations of a plan by called this a “bold assertion” and found there was no
the father and brother to defraud plaintiff of his interest authority that a “trust beneficiary has a duty to disregard
his own trustee’s representations
in the family business by making
and ferret out information for
it look like the company was not
Neil Goltermann
himself.” 10 The court further
performing well. They also did
is an attorney
not provide the plaintiff with
noted, “the fact that plaintiff had
with Momkus
information about the company.
access to corporate records due to
McCluskey, LLC
However, they did offer to
his position as a shareholder does
in Lisle, Illinois
purchase the plaintiff’s interest in
not diminish plaintiff’s rightful
and the Chair5
the company.
reliance on the representations
man of the DCBA
made by defendant as his trustee,
Before selling his stock the
Estate Planning
especially with the attendant
plaintiff went to the trustee
Committee. He concentrates his prachigh fiduciary duties owed to
asking for relevant records of the
tice in estate planning, trust adminplaintiff.”11
company, including its financial
istration
and
probate.
He
earned
performance. The trustee refused,
The Friendly Uncle as Trustee.
his
B.A.
from
DePauw
University
telling the plaintiff his father’s
In Woolard v. Woolard 12 , the
in
1977
and
his
J.D.
from
DePaul
permission would be needed.
plaintiff was the only beneficiary
University
College
of
Law
in
1980.
The next thing the trustee did
of a trust his father established for
was resign because of a conflict of
him when he was a baby.13 The
interest since he was the father’s
defendant, plaintiff’s uncle, was
attorney. In so doing, the trustee also asked the plaintiff chosen by his brother to administer the trust. Plaintiff’s
to sign a document that made the plaintiff the successor father eventually funded the trust with over $800,000.
trustee and released the trustee from liability.6
The value of the trust was approximately $18,000 when
The plaintiff’s lawsuit was dismissed by the trial court. plaintiff’s father died. Between 1990 and 2001 the uncle
The trustee asserted, among other arguments, that he distributed more than $850,000 to plaintiff’s father.14
was released from liability to the plaintiff. The appellate
As trustee, the uncle had the sole discretion to pay
court, however, reversed noting there were many issues income or principal (i) for the benefit of the beneficiary;
of fact that required remand back to the trial court.7
(ii) directly to the beneficiary; (iii) to the legally appointed
The appellate court found there were material issues guardian of the beneficiary; or, (iv) to a custodian under
of fact, which if proven, would likely defeat the trustee’s the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act.15 The uncle asserted
reliance on the release, including allegations that the that the distributions were made to plaintiff’s father,
trustee’s silence and concealment of the scheme defrauded that the trust agreement allowed discretion to distribute
plaintiff, and further that the trustee’s concealment trust funds to plaintiff’s father, and further, the Illinois
induced plaintiff to later sign the release.8
Trusts and Trustees Act allowed authority to distribute
The appellate court also observed that a release between funds to plaintiff’s father as an adult relative of the minor
a trustee and a beneficiary, just as all transactions arising beneficiary.
The Seventh Circuit found several problems with the
out of the fiduciary relationship, is subject to close
scrutiny. Further, the court found that important factors
4
5
6
7
8

Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 574 (1st Dist. 2010).
Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 574 (1st Dist. 2010).
Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 574 (1st Dist. 2010).
Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 578 (1st Dist. 2010).
Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 579 (1st Dist. 2010).

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 580 (1st Dist. 2010).
Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 583 (1st Dist. 2010).
Janowiak v. Tiesi, 402 Ill.App.3d 997, 932 N.E.2d 569, 584 (1st Dist. 2010).
Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755 (7th Cir. 2008).
Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755, 757 (7th Cir. 2008).
Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755, 757 (7th Cir. 2008).
Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755, 758 (7th Cir. 2008).
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uncle’s arguments: the uncle did not keep records of the
purposes for the funds distribution to plaintiff’s father;
the uncle never requested or received any receipts from
plaintiff’s father indicating how the funds were used for
the benefit of plaintiff; the trust agreement specifically
did not allow the father to receive distributions; and the
trust agreement’s specific exclusion of the father could
not be overcome by the Trust and Trustees Act which
could allow for such a distribution.16
Lastly, the uncle argued that it was logical and
appropriate to have trust assets given to the plaintiff’s
father, since the father is the person with the legal duty
to support plaintiff. The Seventh Circuit dispatched
this argument with its usual alacrity by stating, ‘[t]
his argument does not require serious discussion.”17
The court did add, though, that the uncle, as trustee,
could not “avoid his specifically enumerated duties and
limitations under the Trust Agreement by pointing to the
common law duty of parents to support their children.
Similarly, it does not matter whether Defendant believed
the money was benefitting Plaintiff and furthering the
intent of the settlor; the Trust Agreement simply did not
allow distributions to Plaintiff’s father.”18
In addressing the adequacy of the uncle’s record keeping
the Seventh Circuit honed in on the trustee’s obligation to
provide adequate records to trust beneficiaries, generally,
and to the plaintiff’s uncle in this case,19 observing that
beneficiaries are entitled to learn from the trustee the
property in and out of the trustee’s hands, disbursements,
receipts and disbursements in cash, sources of cash,
identity of payees. Thus, as the Illinois Trust and
Trustees Act states, “[e]very trustee at least annually shall
furnish to the beneficiaries ... a current account showing
the receipts, disbursements and inventory of the trust
estate.”20
The Brother and Business Partner as Executor
and Trustee. Prignano v. Prignano involves a breach
of fiduciary and breach of oral contract (oral buy-sell
agreement) that reflects the potential problems inherent
when family members become over-reliant on handling

the business and probate issues when one of them dies.
George died owning several businesses with his brother
Louis.21 Louis was named the executor of George’s estate.
Louis was also the trustee of the testamentary trust created
in George’s will for the children of his second marriage.22
George and Louis had purchased life insurance through
their businesses. Even though it is apparent the reason
for the life insurance was to fund a buy-sell agreement the
brothers did not have a formal written agreement. Shortly
after George’s death and after he was appointed executor
Louis told George’s widow the insurance proceeds were
to be used so that the wives did not become involved in
the business.23 George’s widow also thought she had an
agreement with George to exchange her husband’s interest
in the businesses for the insurance proceeds.24
Louis settled the insurance claim, received the
proceeds, and never told his brother’s widow the proceeds
were collected, did not list the insurance as an asset,
and, filed a final accounting that showed he received
one-half of all the shares.25 It wasn’t until two years later
that George’s widow learned the insurance proceeds had
been received, leading to the lawsuit. The trial court
found Louis breached an oral buy-sell agreement with
his brother, breached an oral agreement with his brother’s
widow to purchase shares in exchange for the payment
using the insurance proceeds.26
The appellate court agreed with the trial court
that Lois owed fiduciary duties to his brother’s widow
and children as the executor and as the trustee of the
children’s trust.27 Even without the agreement with his
brother, the court observed Louis breached his fiduciary
duty as executor to carry out the provisions of the will,
distributing ownership interests in the businesses through
the residuary clause.28 In addition, since they were owners
of the business Louis owed them a fiduciary duty as a
corporate officer of the “highest degree of honesty and
good faith…prohibiting enhancement of [his] personal
interests.”29 Louis also tried to avoid liability for his
actions by asserting the widow waived her right to seek
recovery of the insurance proceeds because there was

Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755, 759 (7th Cir. 2008), citing 760 ILCS
5/3(1) (“A person establishing a trust may specify in the instrument
the rights, powers, duties, limitations and immunities applicable to
the trustee, beneficiary and others and those provisions where not
otherwise contrary to law shall control, notwithstanding this Act. The
provisions of this Act apply to the trust to the extent that they are not
inconsistent with the provisions of the instrument.”)
Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755, 760 (7th Cir. 2008)
Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755, 760 (7th Cir. 2008)
The only records the trustee had were monthly brokerage statements
from the sole brokerage account used by the Trust, which kept a log of
all transfers in and out of the trust.
Woolard v. Woolard, 547 F.3d 755, 760 (7th Cir. 2008), citing 760 ILCS
5/11(a).

21 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 95 (2nd Dist. 2010).
22 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 100 (2nd Dist.
2010).
23 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 97 (2nd Dist. 2010).
24 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 97 (2nd Dist. 2010).
25 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 89 (2nd Dist. 2010).
26 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 99 (2nd Dist. 2010).
27 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 99-102 (2nd Dist.
2010).
28 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 102 (2nd Dist. 2010).
29 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 101 (2nd Dist. 2010),
citing Hagshenas v. Gaylord, 199 Ill. App. 3d 60, 71, 557 N.E.2d 316 (2nd
Dist. 1990).
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no objection to the final inventory or closing of the
estate.30 The appellate court noted that George’s will
was not the widow’s only source of legal rights against
Louis, because of the breach of fiduciary duty and oral
contract. However the appellate court also determined
the widow could not have intentionally relinquished
her rights because Louis did not report the proceeds in
the final inventory and never told her the proceeds had
been collected.31
Conclusion. Janowiak, Woolard and Prignano are
variations on a theme, representative of the ongoing
troubles involved when choosing someone to serve
as trustee. Traits of a good trustee include being
knowledgeable and aware, and perhaps, a bit selfless.
Trustees should also have a sense of commitment for
doing the right thing.
Conflicts abound. A sibling may be a great business
partner. However, that same sibling, who perhaps has a
right to purchase a portion of the grantor’s business from
an estate or trust, likely shouldn’t serve as the trustee. At
the least, if the sibling seems to be the best choice to serve
as trustee, a co-trustee should be considered where that
sibling will have an interest in one of the trust assets and
have several “legal hats” giving rise to duties that could
pose legal and moral dilemmas for anyone serving in
such roles. The grantor and his or her advisors need to
be very discerning when choosing trustees. The grantor’s
actions can help put a trustee in the right situation, thus
providing impetus for the plans to be implemented and
goals reached.
Communication is important. The beneficiaries should
know what to expect and what is planned, including who
is named as trustee. The trustee should know what the
grantor’s plans and expectations are for the trust assets.
These are things that can occur during a grantor’s lifetime.
When the time comes to serve as trustee, when the
grantor is no longer around to explain things and lay out
the rules, the trustee needs to continue communicating
with the beneficiaries about trust developments and any
changing circumstances. The trustee should also let the
beneficiaries know how best to communicate with him
or her during the regular work day, as well as in any
emergency situation. Further, remembering Woolard,
the trustee needs to be a consummate record keeper.

Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 107 (2nd Dist.
2010)
31 Prignano v. Prignano, __ Ill.App.3d __, 934 N.E.2d 89, 107 (2nd Dist.
2010), citing Siwek v. White, 388 Ill.App.3d 152, 157-58, 905 N.E.2d 278
(1st Dist. 2009).
30
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From the family law committee

Discoverability of the Notes of
Guardians Ad Litem In Domestic
Relations Proceedings
By Anne Knight and Sean McCumber

G

uardians ad litem [“GAL”s] are often appointed in domestic relations
matters as a means to both assist in the settlement of custody and visitation
disputes and to protect the best interests of minor children in such matters.
The Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage Act (“IMDMA”)1 thus
provides that:
“In any proceedings involving the support, custody,
visitation, education, parentage, property interest, or
general welfare of a minor or dependent child, the court
may, on its own motion or that of any party, appoint
an attorney to serve [as guardian ad litem].... The
guardian ad litem shall testify or submit a written report
to the court regarding his or her recommendations in
accordance with the best interest of the child. The report
shall be made available to all parties. The guardian ad
litem may be called as a witness for purposes of crossexamination regarding the guardian ad litem’s report or
recommendations.1
The GAL’s obligations to the court are further delineated
in Illinois Supreme Court Rule 907:2
(a) Every... guardian ad litem shall adhere to all ethical
rules governing attorneys in professional practice, be
mindful of any conflicts in the representation of children
and take appropriate action to address such conflicts.

1 750 ILCS 5/506(a)(2).
2 Ill. Sup. Ct. R. 907. Although the quoted sections here refer only to
GALs, the statute imposes the same obligations upon “[e]very child
representative, attorney for a child and guardian ad litem.” Id.
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(b) Every... guardian ad litem shall have the right to
interview his or her client(s) without any limitation or
impediment.... [T]he trial court shall enter an order to
allow access to the child and all relevant documents.
(c) As soon as practicable, the ... guardian ad litem
shall interview the child, or if the child is too young
to be interviewed, the attorney should, at a minimum,
observe the child. The... guardian ad litem shall also
take whatever reasonable steps are necessary to obtain
all information pertaining to issues affecting the
child, including interviewing family members and
others possessing special knowledge of the child’s
circumstances.
(d) The... guardian ad litem shall take whatever
reasonable steps are necessary to determine what services
the family needs to address the custody dispute, make
appropriate recommendations to the parties, and seek
appropriate relief in court, if required, in order to serve
the best interest of the child.
(e) The... guardian ad litem shall determine whether a
settlement of the custody dispute can be achieved by
agreement, and, to the extent feasible, shall attempt to

resolve such disputes by an agreement that serves the
of the laws of its respective state, but Illinois law is subject to
best interest of the child.
a comparable analysis. Illinois Supreme Court Rule 201(b)
As part of their duties as investigators and fact- (2) states, “Material prepared by or for a party in preparation
gatherers, GALs often take notes and log the facts of their for trial is subject to discovery only if it does not contain or
investigations. Invariably, GALs memorialize their mental disclose the theories, mental impressions, or litigation plans
impressions and theories of the
of the party’s attorney.”5
dispute in their notes. The question
The attorney work product
Anne Knight is a
of whether those notes may be
doctrine is “designed to protect the
staff attorney with
subject to discovery in a domestic
right of an attorney to thoroughly
the 18th Judicial
relations matter has not yet been
prepare his case and to preclude
Circuit Court and
addressed by the Illinois courts.
a less diligent adversary attorney
an adjunct profesThe Argument In Favor of
from taking undue advantage of
sor at the College
Disclosure. A GALs notes are not
the former’s efforts.6 The role of the
of DuPage. She
protected by the attorney-client
GAL is distinct from the role of an
obtained her unprivilege, because, notwithstanding
attorney. As one court concluded,
dergraduate degree in psychology from
the references in Rule 907 to
“[a] guardian ad litem functions as
the
University
of
Illinois
in
2002.
In
the GAL’s “client,” a GAL is not
the ‘eyes and ears of the court’ and
2008, she received her law degree from
considered an attorney for any
not as the [child’s] attorney.”7
Thomas
Jefferson
School
of
Law
in
San
party to the case. The Illinois courts
The Illinois Marriage and
Diego, California. While in law school,
have not specifically addressed this
Dissolution of Marriage Act
she served as Co-Chief /Notes Editor
issue, but several other states have
(“IMDMA”) allows the court in its
of Thomas Jefferson Law Review, and
considered the matter. In Hogan
discretion to appoint an attorney
as chair of the school’s Public Interest
v. Hogan,3 for example, an Ohio
for the child, a child representative,
appellate court found that:
or a GAL for the children. A
Law Foundation’s Career Commit“Yauch cannot claim that an
court-appointed attorney provides
tee. She is also a 2008 winner of the
attorney-client privilege existed
independent legal counsel for
Burton Award of Legal Achievement.
between her and the Hogans’
the child and follows the child’s
children, nor can Yauch claim that
wishes as to legal representation.
her files regarding the children are
A child representative functions
Sean McCumber
entitled to any privilege under
as somewhat of a hybrid between
is a partner at
the work product doctrine.... The
attorney and GAL, but still always
Sullivan Taylor
work product doctrine allows a
acts for the best interests of the
& Gumina, P.C.
party to obtain materials prepared
child, not for the child’s wishes.
in Wheaton, Illiin anticipation of litigation or
If the court appoints a GAL, the
nois. He received
for trial by or for a party, or
GAL investigates the situation
his J.D. from The
by or for a party’s attorney or
for the Court, and either testifies
University
of
Ilother representative “only upon a
or submits a written report to
linois College of Law, where he also
showing of good cause therefor.”
the court regarding his or her
was an on-air personality at WPGUIn this case, however, Yauch
recommendations in accordance
FM, in 1998. He concentrates his
never acted as an attorney or
with the best interest of the child.
other representative for one of
Essentially, the GAL serves to
practice in family law, adoptions, and
the parties. Therefore, Yauch’s
inform the Court as to what course
juvenile law. He is the Chairman of
files were not protected from
of action would be in the child’s
the DCBA Family Law Committee.
disclosure under the work product
best interest. While those two roles
rule.”4
can overlap, they can also contradict
In cases like Hogan, the courts found the GAL’s notes one another.
were not protected under the attorney client privilege or as
Returning to rule 201(b)(2), notes prepared by the GAL
work product. Each of these cases involved the application
3 Hogan v. Hogan, 2003 WL 22073132 (Ohio App. 2003).
4 Hogan v. Hogan, 2003 WL 22073132 (Ohio App. 2003). See also Linnel v.
Linnel, 49 Conn. L. Rptr. 386, 2010 WL 1224368 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2010);
Culbertson v. Culbertson, 2007 WL 2702450 (Ohio App. Ct. 2007).

5
6

Ill. Sup. Ct Rule 201(b)(2).
Cangelosi v. Capasso, 366 Ill.App.3d 225, 228, 851 N.E.2d 954 (2nd Dist.
2006), quoting Fischel & Kahn, Ltd. v. Van Straaten Gallery, Inc.,189 Ill.2d
579, 727 N.E.2d 240 (2000).
7 In re Mark W., 228 Ill.2d 365, 374, 888 N.E.2d 15 (2008) (citations omitted).
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cannot contain “theories, mental impressions, or litigation
plans of the party’s attorney”8 because the GAL is not the
party’s attorney. Nowhere in the IMDMA, nor in the Series
900 Rules of the Illinois Supreme Court does it say that the
GAL becomes a party to the litigation. The role of the GAL
is to investigate the situation and advise the court as to the
course of action that would be in the child’s best interest,
rather than advocate for the position of one party or the
other. The only time the GAL can even seek relief for the
child is when it serves the best interests of the child and is
appropriate to do so.9 No case has described this scenario,
but if the parties each have counsel, and counsel is required
to always act with the child’s best interests in mind,10 then
the GAL should not find additional litigation appropriate.
A further distinction between a GAL and a child
representative or attorney for the child is that the GAL may
be called to testify at the hearing and be subject to cross
examination.11 Therefore any information discovered in
the GAL’s notes can be tested through the hearing process.
In contrast, notes of an attorney for the child or child
representative would not be subject to the same scrutiny.
Since the GAL is not acting as an attorney, his or her notes
are not protected as attorney work product.
Finally, public policy and the general principles
encouraging disclosure, support limiting any restriction on
a parent’s access to records and information relating to his
or her child.12 Specifically, 750 ILCS 5/602.1(e) provides:
“Notwithstanding any other provision of law, access to
records and information pertaining to a child, including
but not limited to medical, dental, child care and school
records, shall not be denied to a parent for the reason
that such parent is not the child’s custodial parent.”13
The attorney work product doctrine is a narrow exception
to the general guiding principle encouraging broad
disclosure in furtherance of ascertaining the truth.14 In
light of these two policies, it is improper to accept such a
broad interpretation of the attorney work product doctrine
to encompass a court-appointed GAL.
The GAL is not acting as an attorney but rather as the
eyes and ears of the court. To permit the work product
doctrine to bar disclosure of the GAL’s notes would obstruct
the legislature express interest in allowing parents access to
8
9
10
11
12
13

166 Ill.2d R. 201(b)(2).
Ill. Sup. Ct. R. 907(d).
750 ILCS 5/508(f)(4).
750 ILCS 5/506(a)(2).
750 ILCS 5/602.1.
750 ILCS 5/602.1. See also Hogan v. Hogan, 2003 WL 22073132 at ¶¶ 2229 (Ohio App. 2003) (relying on a similar provision of the Ohio law to
support its determination that the notes of the guardian ad litem were
not protected as attorney work product).
14 Allianz Ins. Co. v. Guidant Corporation, 373 Ill. App. 3d 652, 676, 869 N.E.2d
1042 (2nd Dist. 2007).
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records and information relating to their children. Lastly,
the American legal system favors disclosure of information
in search of the truth; broadening the doctrine to apply to
the GAL’s notes would impede this preference.
The Argument Against Disclosure. The appointment of
a GAL is not a mere formality, but a substantive act.15 The
GAL has a duty to understand the cause of action and the
rights of the parties, and to call them to the attention of the
court.16 The GAL brings the minor’s interests to party status
in contested litigation, and is charged with defending the
interests of the minor child.17 The GAL acts as a party to the
litigation on the child’s behalf.18 Stated another way, while
the child does not actually become a party, the child in fact
enjoys party status because the child can fully participate in
the custody aspects of litigation through a GAL.19 Further,
it is the duty of a GAL to examine the issues in the case and
determine what the rights of the ward are, and to make such
defenses as the ward’s interest demands.20
As a party to the litigation, the GAL possesses all the
powers of a pro se party in all stages of the litigation including
pre-trial proceedings, discovery, and trial proceedings. The
notes of the GAL are work-product and not subject to
disclosure under the work-product doctrine. Much like a pro
se litigant, the notes of the GAL contain his or her mental
impressions, his or her strategy to protect the best interests
of the minor children, and his or her thoughts and feelings
regarding any facts uncovered during the investigation. In
any trial, a pro se litigant may conduct an investigation of
witnesses and prepare trial notes, essentially the litigant’s
work product. The pro se litigant cannot be compelled to
turn over his or her work-product, and the same applies to
the GAL. Illinois Supreme Court Rule 201(b)(2) states:
“Material prepared by or for a party in preparation for
trial is subject to discovery only if it does not contain or
disclose the theories, mental impressions, or litigation
plans of the party’s attorney.”
Rule 201(b)(2) sets out the parameters for the scope of the
discovery of work-product materials.21 The work-product
doctrine is designed to protect the right of an attorney or
party to thoroughly prepare his case and to preclude a less
15 Rom v. Gephart, 30 Ill.App.2d 199, 208, 173 N.E.2d 828, 832 (1st Dist.
1961).
16 McCarthy v. Cain, 301 Ill. 534, 539, 134 N.E. 62 (1922).
17 See Wreglesworth v. Arctco, Inc., 316 Ill. App. 3d 1023, 738 N.E.2d 964 (1st
Dist 2000); Ott v. Little Company of Mary Hospital, 273 Ill.App.3d 563, 652
N.E.2d 1051 (1st Dist. 1995).
18 In re Griesmeyer, 302 Ill.App.3d 905, 913-14, 707 N.E.2d 72, 78 (1st Dist.
1998); In re the Marriage of Apperson, 215 Ill. App. 3d 378, 385, 574 N.E.
2d 1257, 1261 (4th Dist. 1991).
19 See In re Marriage of Tzoumas, 187 Ill.App.3d 723, 543 N.E.2d 1093 (2nd
Dist. 1989).
20 Stunz v. Stunz, 131 Ill. 210, 23 N.E. 407 (1890).
21 Shapo v. Tires ‘N Tracks, Inc., 336 Ill. App. 3d 387, 782 N.E.2d 813 (1st Dist.
2002).

diligent adversary attorney from taking undue advantage of
the former’s efforts.22 It is not the job of the GAL to conduct
the investigation for the benefit of the Plaintiff, nor for the
benefit of the Defendant, but rather for the Court. More
importantly, the GAL serves the best interests of the child
in a domestic relations case. What is in the child’s interest
may align with the wishes of a party or, more likely, may not
align with the wishes of either party. The parties certainly
have the right to test the GAL’s recommendations and learn
how the GAL came to his or her recommendations.
GALs are subject to being called to testify and to crossexamination. The mere fact that they are potential witnesses,
however, does not mean their notes are discoverable. If a
pro se litigant, representing himself in a custody battle, a
civil lawsuit, or foreclosure action, takes notes and writes
down his or her mental impressions, the other side would
not get that litigant’s notes simply because the litigant is
not an attorney in the matter. In testing the GAL’s work
or recommendations, the parties themselves may certainly
depose each other and either party may conduct depositions
and interview witnesses and other third parties, including
the GAL, to garner evidence and the bases for opinions and
recommendations.
To permit a party to obtain the notes of the GAL
stifles the work of the GAL. If a party knows that what
the GAL takes down in his or her notes is discoverable,
the party might disclose less or be less than complete in
sharing information. The GAL also faces a compromised
investigation because if the notes contain the GAL’s mental
impressions of what the party is stating, the GAL may then
face limited disclosure after the notes are turned over.
Another concern is the already growing trend of litigants
filing complaints with the ARDC after a GAL report or
recommendation is issued or stated. Notes of a GAL are
not sacrosanct, but the work-product doctrine does require
a party requesting notes to verify that the notes are the only
source of this information and that there is no other way to
obtain the information.23 The GAL is not an all-powerful
supreme being in domestic relations matters, but to take the
notes of the GAL and subject them to discovery does not
serve the best interests of the child and actually increases
the cost and the intensity of litigation – which the 900
Series Rules of the Illinois Supreme Court24 were designed
to prevent.

22 Fischel & Kahn, Ltd. v. Van Straaten Gallery, Inc. 189 Ill.2d 579, 727 N.E.2d
240 (2000).
23 See, e.g. Waste Management, Inc. v. International Surplus Lines Ins. Co.,
144 Ill.2d 178, 200, 579 N.E.2d 322 (1991).
24 Ill. Sup. Ct. R. 901-942 (Article 9: Child Custody Proceedings).
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Donald J. Ramsell has been named “Illinois Super Lawyer” by Chicago Magazine’s publishers
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Applicant should be a self-starter
needing little supervision. Send
resume with salary requirements
via e-mail to cfrench@comananderson.com
EDUCATION/LOCAL GOVERNMENT ATTORNEY
Naperville law office seeking associate with 2-5 years’ experience.
Email resume with salary requirements to tgarrabrant@obkcg.com
NAPERVILLE (Near Cantera, I-88,
Warrenville, and Lisle)
One office available in a three office
suite, along with space for an assistant. Shared conference room with
kitchen. Other two offices are occupied by attorneys. Ideal for lawyer,
accountant, or other professional.
Internet and other resources avail-

able. Short term lease available.
Call Cathy for more details: 630355-7590
NAPERVILLE PROFESSIONAL
OFFICES
Five premier executive offices
ranging from 100 sq. ft. to 300 sq.
ft. Available as individual offices
or combined as a 1,200 sq. ft. suite
with two reception / workstation
areas. Starting at $330/month,
rent includes all utilities except
telephone and internet services.
Top quality accoutrements. Kitchenette. Internet and phone wired.
Ample convenient parking. Near
I-88 / Naperville Rd. exit. (N. Washington St. at Diehl) Art Littlefield
630-408-0110 / aslittlefield@
fssg.biz LINK TO PROPERTY PHOTOS: http://napervilleoffices.net

Rimkus Consulting
Group, Inc.
999 Oakmont
Plaza Drive
Suite 550
Westmont, IL 60559
Phone: (630) 321-1846
Fax: (630) 321-1847
kastanton@rimkus.com
www.rimkus.com

Taylor Rees Beckey
Forensic accounting. Expert opinion.

Providing hard numbers. Easily.SM

1-800-773-2727
Tony Rees CPA, ABV, CFF

Dennis Taylor CPA, MBA, ABV, CFF

CPAABV.COM

LISLE
Professional Office Building on Rt.
53 in Lisle, next to River Bend Golf
Course. About 500 sq. ft. of exclusive space available, plus use of
common areas, including waiting
room and kitchenette. Close to
I-355 and I-88. Broadband Internet
connection available. Ideal for solo
attorneys, accountants, and other
professionals. Five other attorneys
in building. Client referrals possible. (630) 960-0500

D & R Couriers
Summons/Subpoena
Service Station to Station;
Lawyer to Lawyer;
Lawyer to Court
(630) 890-1807-Dave or
(630) 890-1925 - Renee

Legal Nurse Consultants
A Medical Legal Consulting Firm
Kafka & Associates
2345 Shiloh Drive
Aurora,IL 60503
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To run your classified ad in this space, please contact the DCBA or send your content to: classifieds@dcbabrief.org. Pricing for regular and display classifieds appears in the advertising section of our website, dcbabrief.org
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Where to be in JANUARY

The Annual DCBA
Mega Meeting

T

his year’s Mega Meeting promises
to be an exciting event to attend
with a host of speakers and a great
many opportunities to see and work
alongside other members of the bar.
The event is scheduled for January
22, 2011 at the Lisle Hilton. A
continental breakfast will be served
during registration which starts at
7:30 am. Attendees will have a choice
of sessions to attend in the morning
(from 8:30 to 10:30 am) and in the
afternoon (from 1:15 to 2:45 pm).
From 10:45 - 11:45 am, Jim Grogan
of the ARDC will be presenting an
expanded discussion on ethical issues
in Illinois (for which Professional
Responsibility credit will be available).
Then, from Noon to 1:00 p.m., Chief
Judge Stephen Culliton will present
the Annual State of the Courthouse
Address over lunch.
The morning sessions include
presentations from the Family Law
Committee, Estate Planning &
Probate and Civil Law. The Family
Law Committee has three sessions
scheduled: University Blues: Allocation
of College Expenses by Sharon Knobbe,
Knobbe, Laho, Gradishar & Mack,
Everything you wanted to know about
QDRO’s and QILDRO’s and Retirement
Accounts by Emily Carrara, Sullivan

Taylor & Gumina, and Marital
Property Division, College Expenses
and Removal, a panel discussion
with Judge John W. Demling Judge
James J. Konetski, Judge Linda E.
Davenport, Judge Rodney W. Equi,
Judge Timothy McJoynt, and Judge
Brian R. McKillip. Estate Planning
& Probate has scheduled two speakers
for the event, Jim Grogan (who will
be making this presentation prior
to his talk at 10:45 am) and Tim
Midura of Huck Bouma PC. The
Civil Law and Practice Committee,
finally, is hosting two sessions. First,
District Judge John W. Darrah and
Pat Rice are going to speak in regards
to the recent codification of the Rules
of Evidence in Illinois. Then, Judge
Bonnie Wheaton will speak
in regards to Injunctions and
other Equitable Relief.
The afternoon sessions
are being presented by the
Re a l E s t a t e C o m m i t t e e ,
Law Practice Management
Committee, Business Law &
Practice, and Criminal Law.
We did not have word as to
what Harry Smith’s Criminal
Law Committee plans on doing
prior to the press deadline for
this issue but here’s what we

know from the other committees. The
Real Estate Committee is presenting
The Zoning Process and its Impact on the
Real Estate Practitioner (Len Monson
and Greg Jones) and The Short Sale
and Foreclosure Impact on the Real Estate
Practitioner (Richard Bales, Regional
Counsel for Chicago Title Insurance
Company). Meanwhile, the Law
Practice Management and Business
Law & Practice Committees, chaired
by Tony Abear and J. Matthew
Pfeiffer, have joined forces to present
The Business of Law Practice in the 21st
Century. Mark your calendars, bundle
up, and sharpen your pencils. The
Mega Meeting is where you want to
be on January 22, 2011.

The DCBA BRIEF is the Journal of the DuPage County Bar Association (“DCBA”). Unless otherwise stated, all content herein is the
property of the DCBA and may not be reprinted in whole or in part without the express permission of the DCBA. ©2011 DCBA.
Opinions and positions expressed in articles appearing the DCBA BRIEF are those of the authors and not necessarily those of
the DCBA or any of its members. Neither the authors nor the publisher is rendering legal or other professional advice and this
publication is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney. PUBLICATION GUIDELINES: All submitted materials are subject to
acceptance and editing by the Editorial Board of the DCBA BRIEF. Material submitted to the DCBA BRIEF for possible publication
must conform with the DCBA BRIEF’s Writers Guidelines which are available at dcbabrief.org. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION:
All advertising is subject to approval. Approval and acceptance of an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement or
representation of any kind by the DCBA or any of its members. CONTACT INFORMATION: All Articles, comments, criticisms and
suggestions should be directed to the editors at email@dcbabrief.org.
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